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AESTR~,CT

Physical pl'anning is an essential e-Iement 1n the \;holE
devl!lopment process 0-; an iJr~". \,itrr;.>ut this, ration~',
di~tribution of socio-ecofl'JH;ic activities witllin a deve-
lGOIllent unit beCGfllesDroblerniltic. in the case of Bangl,'-
desh, the upaziias are at present fun;;tioning as deveiop-
iTlt'nt unhs. Therefore, neceSS1ty of r~ysical pianning
approach 1D the development process of upazila is of utmost
importance.

Sonargaon upazila is historically irnportant and located on
an illlportant national high~lay. Although, it is historically
important and has an unique geographic location, it la:ks
1n physical and socio-ecoDon:ic opportunities. The Upazila
Shahar itse1f is in a dilapidated conilition and ali other
Su[,.-centres are also not physically connnccted by irnproved
transportation lilks. A rnajor part of the upazila is seri-
ously nood affecl;ed.

Tht' physical constrai~t5 of the upazilu cr~ale oostocles
to the developillent of ph\'sical and soci['-econornic infra-
structure. But for a balanced development of services
within the whOle upazila to expedite the economic develop_
mQnt process and improve the quality of life, physicol
i~frastructurJl planning is firstly necessary. This ~Iill
expedite the process of other deVElopmEntal activities.

The present study has outlined a general 8uideline for a
physical plonning approach in Sonargaon upazila. It
emphasizes that transportation linkage between the lnajor
service centres especially the upalila headquarters is
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very esse~tial to i~crease the ilccessibilltv in'the

rurill Breas, Along with lt, development of the ma.lOr
service centres linkil19 the rural hats and ,hopDing

:_~~re5 will become easier.

The develo.Drnent of aqrlculture in the upazila will be

expedited obTaining increased inllU(S om! ocher services

from the local service centres.

Thus, the developm~nt of physlcal i~frasLructure will

b~ a cause to the.development of econOlliv and soclal life
at local union 9nd village levels.

Thesis Title A~ ~pproach towards physical pl~nnins

of upazil~ region: a caSE study of
Sonargaon Upazilo.

Thesis SupQrvisor r~r. Gol m Rahmar.

Associdte Proffssor
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10 INTRODUCTION

Sonargaon'i-s locilted at a distance of 14< miles from Dhakil
City, Geographically, it is lies between 90-30' to 90-40'
East Longitude and 23_35' to 23-45' Horth Latitude. The
river Meghna flows on the south and east of $onargaon. Rupganj
and Araihajar Upazilas are o~ the North, Bander and FatuJlah
Upazilas are on the west,

"At the time of Renel1,-Sonargaon was a large city a'nd the
provincia] capital of the Eastern Division of the Beng<ll
before Dhaka was built" (Dr. Hasan M.S. October 1982, Sonargaon,
P-3), But for a long time it has been a declining city, most
of the historical str~ctures being neglected and ruined. Although
some attempts have sometimes been made by Government and other
Non-Government agencies to develop Sonargaon City, the efforts
have not been up to the requirement,

Fonnerly, Sonargaon was under Baider Bazar Upazi1a, It's
status has now been upgraded through changing ~he name of the
Upazila as Sonargaon Upazila. So, the historical city Sonargaon
is to serve the whole Upazila with ne~essary facilities, The
responsibility has further been extended by the ~ecentralization
of administration through Upazila system,

Thus the present study is an attempt to look in to the matters
of physical planning approach for integrated development bf
the whole Upazila region under Sonargaon.
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1.1 Definition of the Concept
•

Con~eptually, the term physical planning has a significance
in the context, of area or regional development. In a country
like Bangladesh, serious and formidable problem in the rural
area are ~

'i. Rapid increase of population
H. Fulfilment of basic needs and

iii. Employment opportunities

To check these serious problernS"Government has upgraded all
Thanas as Upazilas to increase direct and indirect opportuni-
ties both in the short and long run for the poorest rural
community by undertaking different physical infrastructures
and development activities through the Upazila Administra~ion.
Because, i~is now realized that integrated development at the
area or regional and even sub-regional or small area level is
essential for carrying the benefits of development to the more
backward section of the community and also for increasing
agricultural production and strengthening rural econorr~,

Thus the Upazila system of Rocal Administration may build a
process at grass root level i.e, village level for basic
physical infrastructure development to guide the economic
activities with a systematic approach of planning'under the
Upazila Parjshad.

The problem outlined, so far, puts a heavy strain on the living
and working condition of the people of 50nargaon Upazila.
This can be solved to a great extent by providing well planned,
integrated ne.,'COlnmunities enjoying necessary amenities of
education, health and recreation along with proper distribution
Of-e~lployment scope in the Upazila.
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,
The major aspects whicn evolve from the existing situation for physical
development of Sonargaon Upazila are as fol1ows:-

i. Potentials of Sonargaon Upazi1a Headquarters as a Township
to serve the whole Upazila with a rational distributive
manner through improved transportation and communication
linkage.

ii. Functional linkage of Sonargaon Upazila with surrounding

or neighbouring Upazilas.

iii. Factors responsible for'spatial variation of service
facilities within the Upazila.

iv. Potentials of the whole Upazila region to be integrated
through improvement of physi cal -transportational ,1inkage
and necessary service facilities.

Also, an uniformity may be duly considered in the context of distri-
butive service facilities within the whole Upazila through the adoption
of appropriate planning principles in the development goals of the
Upazila Parishad.

I1.2 Development efforts of the past

Sonargaon as a histo~ical town had a glorious past. The central,
northern and western parts of the present Sonargaon Upazila were
developed since 14th century till the division of lndo-Pak subcontinent
due to river port facilities. These parts of the Upazila were the
immediate hinterland of the ports on Lakhya and Meghna rivers. The
Sonargaon town and the village settlements adjacent to these ports
were well flourshed obtaining the opportunities of the river ports.
Political, administrative and socia-economic situation of Sonargaon
were thus prominent in the past.
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•
After the division of Indo~Rak subcontinent~. there was no special..
attempts from Government level~to retain the prestige of this
historical city. As a result, stagnancy came in the economy of
the city itself and the rural settlements within the Upazila as
well. Thus the Upazila region which was once famous for magni-
ficant "Muslin" cloth lost it's past glory. Also after the indepen:
dence of Bangladesh, the-picture did not change.

However, by the recent decentralization of administration through
the Upazila Administration, a system is possibly going to take
place for a rational physical planning approach in the development
activities of the Upazila. Therefore, the future development of
this historical region within the Upazila Sonargaon will depend
on the performance of the Upazila Administration for a balanced
development of the Upazila through the provision of required
physical infrastructure facilities,

1.3 Strategy for Physical Planning Approach

Physical planning is important in the context of an area development
with the provision of planned physical infrastructures, landuse,
transportation and communications, utilities and so on, It has also. .
significance in the regulation and control of development. These
theoritical issues purporting rural development at regional and
local levels are of importance in the present research which include
attempts to establish some recommendations for physical facilities
in the Upazila, The followisng theories may provide important
guidelines as to built up the conceptual framework and suggest the
recommendations in the present study. An analysis of these theories
particularly interms of their relevance in Bangladesh is given
below;-
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Central P.;JaeeTheory

• 8

The notion of Central Place Theory is linked with the name
of Walter Christal1er who in 1933 constructed a general'pur.ely
deductive theorie.,to explain the size, -number aiid distribution
of towns (Brian J.L. Berry & Frank E, Horton, 1970, Geographic
Pe~spectives on Urban System), The crystalization of mass
about a nucleOlis is part of the elementary order of things.
Centralistic principles are similarly basic to human community
life. In this sense, the Upazila town centre in the present
context is a centre of Upazila regional community and the
mediator of this community's different service and functional
needs including administrative and even judicial ones,

Central Place vary in importance, those of higher order domi-
nate larger regions than those of lesser order, exercise more
central functions, and therefore have greater centrality. For
all, however, the some of the distances which rural residents
travel to the central place is the smallest conceivable sum.

On the above context, all the Upazila centre may be termed
as the centre Df highest order functiDns within the Upazila., ,
The area between the Upazila town centre to villages or vice
versa may be called the complementary region. Under the
concept of Central place theory, the worki ng, admini strati ve
or transport prlnciples may serve the purpose to distribute
the central places in an ideal patte~n to facilitate services
for the villages or settlements. But it is difficult to
find'rsuch an ideal pilttern of distribution of central places
within the Upazila for it's diversified physical and environ-
mental characteristics. However, under the present Upazila
administration the administrative influence is apparent to be
higher than other principles of central places.
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1.3.2 The Growth CentreConcept

Spatial contention of. growth and it's dissemination to other
areas is the main consideration of the Growth Pole-Theory.
The theory was first introduced by the France Economist,
named Francis Perrault in 1955 who observed that "growth does
not appear everywhere and all atonce, it appears in points
or developmental poles with variable intensities, It spreads
along diverse channels and with varrying terminal effects
for the whole of the economy". To Perroul!.. the growth pole
was Q centre il\ abstract economic space and the forces con~
ceived were basically propulsive industries which were large
and innovative to generate growth impulses in their environ~
ments.

Boudeville strengthened the geographical content of the
Perrouxian growth pole and emphasized the spatial character
of economic space, To Boudeville, economic space is tied
to geographical space through a functional transformation
which describes the relevant properties of economic processes,
He also considered only those centres to be poles which have
propulsive firms i,e, large scale technologically advanced,
innovating and dominating, working within propuliiye
industries which exert a strong influence on their environ-
ment and are capable of generat5ng sustained growth over a
prolonged period of time, Boudeville assumed that other
factors such as social changes -are irreliva~t to developmen_,
tal process and can be achieved, if needed through industrial
development,

..
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Growth Poles are the result of a self-sustained forceo This
economic force can be either a firm or an urban area or a
market town, But whatever may be the space it must combine
in it some industrial activities, or firms, to stimulate
economic growth in the regions in which they are located.
Such a firm is almost always large and can be expected to
employ relatively advanced technology in it's production
process, having forward and backward linkages. Economic
growth would be expected to result from the direct and in-
direct linkages between the lead firm and other components
of the economy.

The Growth Centre Approach is basically a spatial_functional
integration. Relevance of such an approach in rural develop-
ment has been studied by Jahan S., 1978, (Strategy for Inte~
grated Rural Development in Bangladesh, Un-published ~.U.R.P.
Thesis, BUET, Dhaka) in his study. The study aims to identi~
fy the level of spatial and functional integration through
which rural development may be fostered. In this sense
emphasis is given on the trading centres (markets) in which
functions, viz. il Agricultural services, ii) Employment and
iii} Urbanization may be concentrated. We find another
varient of growth centre approach in a study by1lslam and
Hossain (KMlTAT : 1976). They have studied urban ~ rural
relations and conclude that ;the success of an agricultural
revolution will .depend to a great extent of urbanization •.."
the urban centres acting as servicing stations for agricultural
firms and stressed that "urban centres must be developed
and equipped to help boost production in the fields".

The market. as a growth centre, has assumed i!lJ\)ortance
also in other studies. USAID. Bangladesh (1978), in "market
town development and employment proolotion in Bangladesh" has
emphasized a market town development and strategy which focus
on strengthening rural market town, 50 that they may be
simultaneously better contributors to rural development and
centres for the generation of nEW off~farm employment, ideally
in wage-good and rural services production activities,
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1.3.3 Von-Thunen's Model

l. ~
The relevance of Thunen(s Model on rural Bangladesh have to
be considered several factors. Thunen only considered farming
landuses disregarding the impact of la~d being used for settle-
ment and other purposes, His contention of a perfect market
condition to determine price and maximize profit is not relevant
in rural Bangladesh where the market condition is imperfect
and most of agricultural production is not for profit but for
survival. Subsistance type of economy is not always explained
by the market forces which guide production but rather by the
traditional values which determines the type of crops to be
produced.

Also Thunen's Model is inadequate because he does not consider
the supply of agricultural inputs and disregards the physical
and social conditions which largely determine the intensity of
landuses (i.e. he assumes them away with the featureless plain).
With all these inadequacies, hls theory is not however. totally
without any value.

The important feature is that urban centre will have some,
influence on the crooping pattern on the nearby lands, although
most of rural landuses in Bangladesh are being determined by
other forces which cannot be Explained by Thunen's Model. Still
Thunen's Model could have an implication on the spatial
organization on rural development in Bangladesh should the,
primary constraints of agricultural production be eliminated
to create conditions for surplus production and produce
nlarkets.
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The Growth Pole Concept ......•
The Growth Pole Concept was evolved at a time (after the. World
War II) when France we; facing a serious problem of econ~ic
development after the disastrous war, At the same time region~l
imbalances in industrial development were growing, The concept
was evolved in an attempt to.solve these specific problems.
TIle Westerll b;ias of growth pole theory may render it's less
relevant for an under developed country like Bangladesh
(Misra, R,P. et. al. 1974, Regional Development Planning in
India) have attempted to bring forth the inadequacies of growth
pole theory with respect to under-developed countries;-

,)

b)

The growth pole theory has not been a success in socially and
cconOllically - backward region, precipatated by lack of
channels through which growth impulses can be diffused. This
leads to a dual economy between core and periphery (Firedman
J., 1974, A Spatial Framework for Rural Development:
Problems of organization and implementat~on).

The theory has it's roots in Western Economic thought and,
have rejevances to those countries whose ecoryomy has already
reached the social transformation threshold needed for
accelerated industrialization, The focus of growth pole
centre arround industrialization, structural changes in the
economy are presumed to take place automatically once the
growth pole starts functioning. Industrial development is
indeed a major contributor to economic development, but
in order to pervade every part of the country, it must have
a dynamic institutional framework and econonlic structure to
support it. in the absence of these, it's impact at both
the national and regional levels is bound to be limited and
at times it may create more problems than it solves.

'.
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c) This approach has a ~ery limited ~alue in regions
where social and institutional constraints to develop-
ment are ,great, It's utility "is further reduced by
the fact that it has little, if any, relevance to sub"
regional and local planning processes which are the
only_means by which people's pQrticipation in develop-
mental programme can be secured,

In view of these inadequacies relevance of growth pole theory to
provide guidelines to rural development in Bangladesh seems to be of
limited value because of the structural constraints of rural societies.
More-over, the resources base fDr undertaking secondary industries is
weak, and 50 also the need of propulsive industries.

Some experts (Choguill C.L" 1976, An assessment of growth centre
policy as a method of achieving'development in Bangladesh, the Local
Government Quarterly, Vol. 5, NO,l & 2, P.5) opine that in the context
of rural area development in Bangladesh, growth centres might constitute
the lower tier of the growth foci continum. The growth centres might
be defined as rural centres which because of their agricultural orienta-
tion, serve as a focal point for the processing and refining of produce
from their rural hinterland as well as servicing the common needs, of,
the producers. "The rural growth centres would be expected to play
the rules of retail and marKeting c~ntre as well as to become the
location of whatever agro~industries ~ight develop as a result of
increased production" (Choguill C.L.,.'1976, An assessment of Growth
Centre Policy as a method of achieving development Tn Ba~gladesh, the
Local Government Quarterly, Vol. 5, No.1 & 2, P.5).

The requirement of a propulsive finn in the agriculturally related
growth centre should not be a single firm but "a group of independent
operator (although possibly linked by co-operatives) with modest output
level, as well as modest dema~d for productive factors" (Choguill C.L.,
1976, An ,assessment of growth centre policy as a method of achieving
development in Bangladesh. The Loca] Government Quarterly, Vol. 5,
No. 1&2, P.6). To effect such a possibility, agricultural production
should be above subsistence level with the surplUS being used for the
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agro-;ndustries. Existing pr~~tto~ level leaves marginal
surplus to feed such industreis. On~ possibility is that this
agro-industries by creating demand might enhance production.
Evidence (for example: Sugar ~il1s ~n Bangladesh) suggest that

,~gro~industrial need may not augment production under the clutches
of subsistence nature of farming operations. This seems to
suggest that increase in agricultural output should precede
integrated planning of growth centres.

Scope of the present Study

The purpose of,the present study is to develop a methodology
for Upazila level physical planning that could be used in
bringing about integrated development of S-nargaon Upazila. This
physical planning approach followed at Upazila level including
union level plans or micro-area plans within it could be practised
earlier for the development of the Upazila,

Further more, under the Upazila development plan, different local
or special plans may be inc1uded, For example - village or
locality level plan, service basis plans such as plans for iln
area of influence of a particular rural market or service centre
(may be rural hat/bazars, road side shops etc,) and -so on, This
may be necessitated due to the variation of physical conditions
witfiin the Upazila.

To solve the overall problem of development at Upazila level,
there is need for a systematic approach by the policy makers and
planners. Such physical planning approach should work beyond
political compulsion and any state problems and should be useful
for short~run and long_run solution. This may provide a basic
framework to operate on a fairly long=tenn basis gradually
leading to structural changes in the Upazila economy. Thus the
present study has a wide scope to look into the development
problems and potentials of Sonargaon Upazila viewed under the
concept of physical planning approach.
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2, OBJECTt~S AND METKODOLOGY

'"'The objecti~es and methodology of the present research have
been followed on the basis of the definition and conceptua-
lizaton of the problems of the study. The objectives have
been.set in the light of the discussion in chapter one and
the methodology has been followed to fulfil'tMe objectives
of the study,

2.1 Objectives

The objectives of the study broadly focuses on a rational
physical planning approach for the development of Sonargaon
Upazila. In doing so, the study tries to identify the problems
and potentials for development and recommends some development
guidelines. Specifically, the objectives are as follows:-

i) Analysis of existing physical and socio~economic
conditions of Sonargaon Upazila.

ii) Identification of hierarchy of settlements and their
zone of influence interms of population and services
available,

iii) Analysis of the existing pattern of physical transport~
ation and communi cati On 'linkage among -the servi ce centres
e,g, rural markets or growth centres,

iv) Recommendations for future deve.lopment,

2,2 Methodology

A generalized methodology has been followed in the study. The
specific methodologies which have been followed are stated below,

•
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2.2.1 Select.ion of the Study Area

To choose the study area, limitation of time and resources
has been considered. For this-the Upazila Sonargaon has been
chaos en deliberately con~'dering the scope of easy communica_
tion to the Upazila facilitating the collection of data and
information for the study. Map no. 1 shows the location of
study area.

2.2.2 ,Data Collectioo

Data has been collected through field survey with the help
of Questionnaire, on the basis of selected samples. A 5%
sample of the total household in the Upazila has been consi-
dered for questionnaire survey. Again, this 5% samples consist.
ing of 10% villages i.e. 1515 households have been distributed in
32 villages of 4 unions.

In the first instance, a comprehensive inventory of resources
of the Sonargaon Upazi1a was made. Records relevant to the
present study maintained by the various technical and adminis.
trative departments of the State Government and unions were,
collected and used.

Maps prepared by the Survey of Bangladesh. and the Geological
Survey of Bangladesh were also utilised for analysing the
physical situation of the Sonargaon Upazila. Interviews with
Technical Officers of these agencies were also solicited for
explanations and analysis of data.

The main areas of collection of data and informations were on
the behaviour of the people of Upazila regarding space prefer-
ences, economic, social activities etc. A questionnaire used
for this purpose was divided into two parts:-
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Household Questionnaire
Questionnaire on general infdrmations
of Upaz i1a

2.2.3

2.2.4

The respondents for the household questionnaire survey were
randomly selected. For this, a list of village~wise household
leaders was prepared and with the help of random number table
the sample households were selected. Upazila Officials, village
leaders such as the Chairman, school teachers and other promi~
nent persons of the unions and villages were personally
interviewed to understand the general condition of the Upazila
for physicol plonning approoch for deve:opment.

Household Questionnoire

The first level of the questionnaire survey was the household
questionnaire survey. To maintain an uniformity between developed
and dndeveloped orea, service facilities were considered from
upozila centre to the union level. The household questionnaire
was designed with a view to collecting information from sample
households in the selected unions, Questions on different,'.a~pects of socio~economic condition and service facilities have
been included. Only the Male Head of a family was interviewed at
this stage.

Questionnaire on General Informations of Upozila

Second level of questionnaire survey was designed to collect
informations on the development activities of the Sonorgaon
Upazi1a. Data were collected for 10 cotegories of functions.
There are-~distributive services, morkets, finonce, extention
services, food processing industries, education, heolth,
tr-ansportotion and communication ond specialized services, This
helps to identify a hierarchy of Central Places ond their
related communities.
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2.2.5 literature Survey
•A survey on literature related to the-problem has been

taken during different phase of the study. This has been
undertaken for the proper orientation of thi problem and
build up the theoritical concept of the study. Books,
periodicals, journals, thesis etc. have been used for the
purpose.

2.2.6 Data Analysis

The study thus has been followed.both qualitative and
quantitative approaches in the analysis. Data collected
from field survey and secondary sources has been presented
in tabular forms. The data and information have also been
presented with the help of different cartographic methods,
Maps and charts have been usually used for the purpose.
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3, THE STUDY AREA SONARGAON; Analysis of physical and socio-

economic conditions
.

Sonargaon, historically kl1tlwnas "Swarnagram" literally
meaning "Golden Village". In comon parlance it is also
called "Gold Town" which proves that the telTflinology"Swarnagram"
must have indicated it's ancient Pre-Muslim antiquity.

There are only a few fragments of hindu works now left to ,
attest the fact which indicates that it must have been the Capital
of Hindu prjncipality anterior to invasion of Muhammad Bin
Bakhtiyar Khalji, In the words of Rennell, "Sunargong" or "Sunner-
gaum" was a large city and the provincia] capital of the eastern
division of Bengal before Dhaka was built but it is dwindled to a
village".

3.1 Historical Background

As stated earlier, Sonargaon tra~es it's origin
period. It is obvious that a flourishing Hindu
have rulled the entire region in the early part
Century A.D.

fr;om Pre_Musl im
Dynasty must
of the 13th

t

However, the earliest authentic record of the city can be traced in
the Tarikh-i-Firuz Shahi by Zia Uddin Barani, who mentioned about
the friendly relation between Rai Danuj, a king of Deva Dynasty
of Sonargaon and Sultan Ghiyasuddin Balban, the mighty shave
ruler ~f Delhi. During the region of Balban, the Governor of
Bengal Hughisuddin Tughrill unfurled the standard of revolt and
retreating beyond S-nargaon. Balban entired into a agreement with
Rai Danuj to the effect that the Hindu King would extended all
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•possible help to trace the rebel chief Tughril1. Thus it is
crystal clear that in the year 1281 A.D. Sultan Balban put the
rebels to the gallows and brought the entire region of Sonargaon
within the fold of his suzerainty. Sonargaon today is devoid
of ~ny Pre~Muslim antiquities, although it was once a famous
seat of Kindu Kingdom and culture._

The most reliable and authentic history of Sonargaon began in the
later part of the 13th century A.D. and Balban himself brought the
whole region under his emperial control by crushing the rebel
governor Tughril, After his death, the house of Balban ruled
Bengal independentyy from 1286 A.D. to 1228 A.D. Bughra Khan
son of Balban and his successors ruled over Bengal with clearcut
divisions, Lakhnauti, Satgaon, SDnargao~ and Chatigaon(Chittagong).
From this time Sonargaon came into prominance not only as a seat
of Government but also a rendezvous of saints and missionaries.
It is therefore evident that during the rule of the House of
Balban a~d more particularly Nasiruddin Bughra Khan, Sonargaon
came to the recognized as the most important Governorship.

Barani states that o~ the eve of Sultan.Ghiyas Uddin's invasion i~
1324 A.D. Bengal was divided in the three political u~its such as

•Lakhnauti (Gaud)" Sonargaon and Satgaon. . "

In 1324 A.D. Bahadur Shah was defeated and captured by the imperial
army and taken to Delhi from Sonargaon, Bengal thus again became
province ~f Delhi with Nasiruddin Ibrahim and Bahram Khan in charge
of thE Governorship of Lakhnauti, Sonargaon and Satgaon regions.

For about ten years there was no political disturbance in this
province. But after the death of Bahram Khan in 1338 A.D. at
Sonargaon, Bhuluwa tried to conquer So~argaon.
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Sultan Fakhruddin Mubarak Shah ruled over Sonargaon until
1330 A.D. as attested by his innumerable CQ,in~issued from. .
Sonargaon mint. Bengal at that time was parcelled out to
three independent chieftains. The ~estern part- of Lakhnautf
under Haje Ilyas, who was forced to be contended with Southern
Bengal or Satgaon.

During the Ilyas Shahi rule (1353 A.D,) Sonargaon more or less
was dwarfed in importance to Gaud and Hajrat Pandua, the twin
metropolitan cities of Bengal~ It was no (more than a seat of
principality or Governorship. But we learn from history that
Sultan Sekander Shah, builder of the greatest mosque of Bengal,
the Adina Masjid, banished a noted saint by the name of Alaul
Hug from Hazrat Pandua to So~argaon as his treme~dous popularity
roussd the Sult~~'s suspicion,

The Golden Age of the Muslim Hostory of Be~gal dawned with the
occasion of Sultan Hossain Shah in 1493 A.D. It was an age of
peace ~nd prosperity which witnessed developme~t of Art a~d
Culture, In the field of architecture, the period was the most
remarkable,as attested by the i~numer~ble inscriptions found in the
Son~rgaon region alone. Of these, the most significant are "
the epigraphy, dated 1505 A,D" rel~ting to the errection of ~
tomb, ide~tified as that of H~ji B~ba Salih in Bonder area,

•beyond L~khy~ river, opposite to Narayanganj that Of Khawja Kha~
who built a mosque in 1513 A.D. in Muazzampura area. That the
~radition of mosque building gained further momentum during the
region of Sultan Nusr~t Shah, son of Hussain Shah, is evident
in some i~scriptio~s such as the Sadipur record indic~ting the
erection of mosque along with ~ drinking house by one Taqui-uddin
in 1522-23 A.D. A~other inscription dated 1519 A.D. relating to
the erectio~ of Go~ldih mosque by o~e Mullah Hjzaber Kha~.
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The independence of Bengal as a Sovereign State of about two
hundred years from 1338 A.D. to 1538 A,D" came to
an end with the occupation of it's capital Gaud by Suri
Ruler of Delhi, Sher Shah. The Afgan suzarainty over
Bengal, however, brought social and economic changes in
remote Bengal. The most remorable work undertaken by
Sher Shah was to build a wide and very long road, popularly
known as Sarak~i~Azam or Grand Trunk Road which stretches for
~~qut 1500 miles fronl Sonargaon to the Industry.

The Mughal conquest of Bengal was attained by Emperor
Akbar during whose august reign Sonargaon was known as
"Hazrat Jalal Sonargaon".

The District of Dhaka with particular area arround the dwindled
villages of Sonargaon belonged to Bhati and Ishah Khan had
entrenched himself at Sonargaon a9ainst Mughal invasion.

Ishah Khan died in 1599 A.D. and was succeded by his eldest
son:'Musa Khan in the Zamindari of Sonargaon. During his rule
Sonargaon developed into a flourishing centre of trade and a,
hub of COlWllunitylife. It was not only fortified but due to
it's situation at the confluence of the M~ghna, LaKhya and
Brahmaputra, it served as an important river port.

The Golden city Of many decades, the period of many princes,
lost all charms under the dispensation of the Mughal~, who
made DhaKa or Jahangir Nagar as the Capital of the Subah
of Bengal. In other words the pomp and grandeur of the historic
city of Sonargaon ~ popularly of mosque and Muslim fame eclipsed
by Dhaka, and dwindled into an insignificant and desolate city.
No.trace of the building of Ishah Khan and his successors could
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be traced in Sanargaon which is more than.a mere trevesty of
it's former magnificance. '.

3.2 Sonargaon and it's status in the region

Sonargaon is situated about 14 miles to the South-East of Dhaka
City and about 3 miles west of Narayanganj, It has an area of
66sq. miles and is located at the confluence of three big rivers
-the Meghna, the Lakhya and the Brahmaputra. During the rainy
season one could go by boat or launch down the river Lakhya,
the Meghna and up the small rivulet the Brahmaputra. One can
also go to Sonargaon by a motorable road which flanks out from
the Dhaka_Chittagong Highway at Mograpara crossing.

The celebrated city SOnargaon was once not only a great Metropo-
litan Capital but also owing to it's favourable geographical
location, a thriving centre of trade and commerce as well as the
seat of learning art and culture, ,.It'ssituation on the bank,
of the ~ighty river Megh~a gave it a~ added opportu~ity for it's
development as a flourishing inland port-town in ~ediavel period
connecting Bengal by sea with Middle and Far Eastern countries.,
It's strategic location enabled foreign merchants to trade with
the local people and also paved the way for the visit of global
trotter Ibn Batuta as well as the Elezabeth an envoy Ralph Fitch
to Sonargaon, Lastly, Sonargaon was the most celebrated ceiltre
for the manufacture of finest woven cotton cloth called "11us1in".
Now, Sonargaon is an upazila under the district Narayanganj,

_."
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3.2.1 The National Regional Context

Sonargaon with it's historical background is a well known
place to the people of Bangladesh. It is a newly fanned
Upazila under the district ~'f.'Narayanganj and is now being
given cooiideration to develop the Upazila as a spot of
tourists attraction, Again. being located near the capital
city of Dhaka and the large industrial area Narayanganj, it has
an importance in the region as a catchment Upazlla of the
largest metropolitan area of the country.

3,2.2 The Sub~RegionalContext

In the sub~regional context, Sonargaon is substantially important
to render services to the area ~ithin the Upazila and the surroun-
ding areas and places depending directly or indirectly on the Upa-
zila town, Besides this, as a place of historical interest, Sonar-
gaon Upazila has an especial importance to the sub-region to bring
sociological and cultural changes among the rural communities of
the area. In this context, it may have a leading role for
developing the life pattern of the rural people of the sub-region.

--._-
3.3.3 The Physical Environment

The physical environment of the Upazila cnetre is going to be more
deteriorated day after day, with poor quality ground water
supplies without sewerage or drainage facilities ~ithin the
Upazila township, inadequate transport and other service facili-
ties in tbe Upazila region.

The river Lakhya, Brahmaputra and M~ghna limit the boundaries of
built up area. The commercial activities arround eastern edge
along the river Meghna and concentration of residential area is
in the central part, also consist of widely distributed settlements
in the out-skirts.
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3.3,1 The physiographic Characteristics

(The shape of the Sonargaon Upazila is conical with the river
'"Meghna, Lakhya and Dhaleswari forming it's southern,
eastern and western boundaries respectively. -IThe lowest
contour Of these rivers is 100 ft. lihe are;-is almost level
plane, gently sloping in the south and south-easternly direction.
The remaining area has slopes either west or south-West direction.
There are also a large number of water bodies and na~ural lakes
which are the predorninent feature of the topography of the
area (fig. 5);_1 Some of them may be developed as recreational

" " "

ar~as. ~The most significant feature of hydrology is the sea-
sonal flooding which affects appr9ximately 65.percent of the
total area, A portion of the Upazila (fig. 6) may reasonably
be excluded from land develop~ent since it shows a history of
serious flooding. The area is traversed by a number of natural
streams and "the adjoining areas strongly slppe towards them.

Broadly speaking, the Upazila may be divided into two
physiographic units :

i) The low areas of the south and eastern part
ii) Gently sloped areas of the Central and

northern part.

i) The low areas of the south ~nd eastern part

Land bordering the rivers M~ghna and lQkhYQ may be defined as
the low areas. These Qreas ue valuable for agricultural use,
producing mostly rice and jute. Figure-) indicates culti-
vable lands in the study area and the figure-.S shows the area
producing different crops. About 45 percent of the land is
occupied by low lying agricultural fields.
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Fig. 5
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ii) Gently sloped area of the central and northern part

This includes areas in the central and northern part which
are between 50 ft. to 80 ft. This is the most important
zone wit~in the Upazila and commands.JO percent of the
total area. Many historical structures and architectural
interest are available in this built up area.

,
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There are also sufficient land in the Upazila for the
'development of private yards or gardens, play lots, play
fields, parks and other possible recreational services •

3.4 The general landuse pattern

The landuse pattern (Table: 1) of the Upazila demonstra-
tes that the highest percentage (71.35) of land is under
agriculture, followed by rural residential and related
uses (13,32), water bodies (8.61), fallow land (5.71).
roads/railway line (0,62) and so on. This indicates that
non~residential and non~agricultural activities of the
Upazila share only a small percentage of landuses.

Table ~ 1
General Landuse Pattern

Types of Landuses

Rural residential and
related uses
Agriculture land
Forest trees
Hat/Bazars
Upazila township
Education
Water bodi es
Roads/railway line
Industries
Fallo\;
Recreational
Total

Area in acres

5623

3ij)141

11
19
17
63

3636
262
30

2413
25

42240

Percentage of
the total
area

i 13.32,
71.35 •

.02

.05

.04
• I 5

8.61
.62
.07

5.71
.06

100

Source: Field Survey, 1984,
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An interesting feature' to note that a substantial quantity
of l~nd is remaining as fallow in the Upazila. This fal}ow .-
land'may in future be valuable used for agriculture. The
general landuse pattern of the Upazila is shown in the
figure~9.

3.5 The Agricultural Potentiality and Proble~s

It is apparent from the physiographic characteristics and
the general landuse pattern that Sonargaon is a typical
upazila with high agricultural importance. The upazila
has at present 71.35 percent of the land under the
agricultural practice. The high percentage of land under
agri(ulture is an indi(ation towards the potentiality of
agricultural economic sector, But there are also problems
in the utilization of this potentiality in the development
process of the Upazila. These are discussed in the sub-
sequent stages of the study.

The Present Agricultural Landuse Pattern3.5.1
\

Land utilization survey in the study are re~~~ls that out
of total 42240 acres, 9156 acres is used for non-agricultural
activities, 11 acres foresttrees crops and graveyards, 519
acres uncu1tivable land, 2413 acres fallow land, 19601
acres constitute single crop land, 10540 acres are cultj~
va ted more than once, 42335 acres are total cropped area,
30141 acres are net cropped area and 2160 acres are flood
affected (Table ~ 2).
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Table - 2

Agricultural Land Utilization

(Area ,in Acres)

Types 1978-79 1979-80 1982-83

Current Fallow 3566 2708 2413
Single Cropped 19970 9907 960
Double Cropped 8909 8640 8886
Tri ppl e Cropped 1907 1589 1654
Net Cropped 30786 30136 30141
Total Cropped 43509 41854 42335
Intensity of Cropping 141,3 39,22 40.46
Area Flooded 3019 2894 2160

Source: Statistical Year Book 1983, Published by
Statistical Bureau, Dhah.

,The Upazila is composed of an incompatible lrnduses
such as Upazila centre with residences, shops and bazars,
health and educational facilities, village settlements,
street front stores with tenaments, commercial uses, small
workshops, factories, small industrial establishments,
vacant lots f~l1ed with trees, agricultural lands and
water bodies (Fig-10)'. All of these activities are
indiscriminately and haphazardly located. As a result,
provision of utility services has become inefficient and
a healthy growth of the community has been obstructed and
this emphasizes the need for their reorganization with
appropriate physical planning approach.
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Irrigation Facilities

Most of the cultivable lands in the Sonargaon Upazila are
low lying area which remain under water from the monsoon
season till the end of the Autumn. Therefore, the farmers
can produce only one crop during the period between November
and April with the help of surface and ground water by using
power pump, tubewell and other indigenous irrigation devices
(Karim R. 1985, Low coverage of irrigation by pumps in
Bangladesh: the problems and prospects for improvement,
P.2S).
The number of pumps are being uses at present are not adequate to
meet up the demand for irrigation facilities, The use of
existing water bodies for thE purpOSE of irrigation with the
help of low cost mEthods may substntially increase the irre-
gated area in dry season. The use of modern technology will
further enhance the irrigation and increase the agricultural
productivity and cropping intensity.
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Table - 3

Irrigation by l1eans ie Upazila -."

(Area ie Acres)

Types 1978.79 1979-80 1980-81 1981-82

Power pump 5900 5940 4594 4513
Tubewel1 50 50 52 18
Doons 250 258 170 159
Swing basket 140 244 254 266
Canals 600 622 650 681
Others 95 99 103 108

Total 7135 7213 SS23 5811

Source: Statistical Year Book, 1983,

Table-] demonstrates on the existing irrigation facilities
of the Upazila. It is also evident that only 22.78% of the
agricultuNl hnd is now under irrigation (Karim R. 1985,
low coverage of irrigation by pumps in Bangladesh: the problems
and prospects for improvement, p.32).
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The flood Probl~s and other Constraints

The monsoon flood -is a _usual phenomenon bn Sonargaon
Upazila. The standing:crops of large quality of land go
under water during monsoon in each y~ar. Along with it, the
facility for intensive agricultural practices-in dry seasons
are also inadequate, These dual phenomenon_in agriculture
do'not advance the level of agricultural economy substan-
tially. Thus to overcome the problems or minimize the
bottlenecks, drainage in monsoon season needs to be imrpved
and irrigation facilities in dry part of the year required
to be increased. In monsoon season, special species of deep
water crop may be cultivated in the low - lying aricultural
lands.

The Current A~ricultural Development Plan of the Upazila

At present the Upazila agricultural development plan is prepared
within the socpe of broad guidelines given in the upazila,
Mannual. There is laso a definite percentage allocation for
agricultural development. Under the existing practice, the
financial allocation for agricultural sector is not the highest.
Therefore, there is less scope to develop the agriculture
substntially within a shorter foresable future. But still
there is an indication ann opportunity to mould the situation
in to a favourbal~ position and that is possible through a
rat10nalised plan for other sectors af Annual Development
Plan of the Upazila. A well-coordinated development approach
may extend the physical and social infrastructure facili-
ties towards the improvement of agricultural economy ~s well.
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Therefore, the future of agricultural development in the
Upazila will depend on a rational planning approach by the
Upazila Parishad of Sonargaon and the national policy for
Upazila level development plan and special programme as well.

3.6 Socia-economic Situation

Sonargaon as a potential centre of trade, wholesale business
and Upazi1a administrative activities, There is no high
potentia] for industria] development in the region, ~ut histo-
rically the Upaz;la was famous for 'Muslin'. Therefore,
still a large number of handloom industries are located in
the Upazila and about 4786 peoples (6%) are engaged in these
industries, Most of the handloom industries are running on
private investment which are be~,ng deteriorated due to lack
of financiol support •. The products of these handloom
industries ore moinly lungi and GamcMo which are supplied
mainly to Norayanganj, Norshingdi and BaburMot. The demond
for the output is quite satisfactory, Raw materiols are
mostly collected from Narayangaj, These centres are linked
by roads and water ways with the Sonagorgaon. !

3.6.1 Population Distribution

The northern p~rt of the Upozila is more densely populated
than the southern low lying areas. The distribution of
population is less demed and scattered in the souther part.
As per population census 1981, highest population concentra-
tion wos found in Sambhupura union (5173 persons) while it
was lowest in Jompur union (2181 persons). Figure_ 11 indicates
the population distribution of Sonargoon Upozila. The following
table shows the population distribution and density of popu-
lation in Sonargaon UpaziJa.
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Table _ 4

Population Distribution in Sonargaon Urazila 1981

Unions l1ale Female Total Area, in Density
~- (Acres) (per Sq, mile)

Aminpur 7815 7280 15095 1984 4862

Baider bazar 7979 7536 15515 2153 4612

Baradi 10261 9494 ',9255 2897 4364

Jampur 12837 2629 ~25466 7473 2181

Katchpur 9[J64:, 8779 18443 3097 3811

Mograpara 80W. 7334 15408 2898 3403

Noya9aon 7875 7631 15506 3092 3210

Pirijpur 10588 9709 20297 3745 3469

Shadipur 9040 8687 17727 4061 2794

Sambhupura 10239 9692 - ,19931 2466 5173

Sanmondi. ,14106 13081 .27187. 4824 3607

Total 108478 101852 210330 38690 3479
'(per Sq. mile)

Source: Census Report 1981, published by Bangladesh

Statistical Bureau, Dhaka
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The existing net densities vary from 2181 to 5173 persons
p.ersq. mile .for different unions, Average population density
in the Upazila is 3479 persons per sq, mile (Table-4) and the
average size of households is 5,9 persons,

The total number of households is 30328 in the Upazila, As
regards age_structure, the young group forms the majority of
the population (Table-5),

Table - 5
Age Group of the Population

Age Group 1961 1974 1981

0_14 Child age 30932 40979 54711
15-34 Younger age 68666' 83691 99708
35-54 Middle age 32531 41050 48974
55~60 & Old age 2123 . ,3038 4546
over ,, ,
Total 134252 --168698 - -i07939

•

,

Source: Statistic Officer, Sonargaon Upazila,,

This indicates thE manpower potential of the Upazila for future
development. The sex ratio of the study area has been illustrated
in the figure 1'10.13. As per census 1981, about 16% of the total
population is literate. Of this total literatEs 52% are male and
48% are female.
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3.6.2 Migration aspects of Population

Sonargaon Upazila has distributed in 353 mouzas (District
Statistics, 1983) and 35342 households. To study the
aspects of migration, one percent sample totalling a
number of 360 households were included in the survey.

Table - 6
Distribution of sample Households

Uoio~s Nc. of sample No. _of safilple
mouzas househol ds

Baider bazar 10 100

,Mograpara 12 120

Aminpur 8 80
Pirijpur 6 60

Total 36 360

No. of samples were uniformly distributed in unions and
mouzas in terms of number of households. The samples were
selected with the help of random lIlembertables. The
difficulties faced by the investigators in the survey is to
identify the sample households. The migration data
presented in the study is mainly based on field survey and
analysis has been made on the basis of this field level
collection of data.
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In estimating the historical pattern of in-and out-
mtgration as given in table ~ 7 and table - 8, statistical
method was used, The samples were arranged through Union-
wise distribution. Percentage of migrants in different periods
were calculated in terms of total sample household popula-

tion. Total number of migrilnts in a period was then estimated

by multiplying the corresponding percentage with the 1981
Census population of the Union and the aggregating all
unions.

Symbolically, let Un(n"'1...••.. 4) be the Unions,
Snk the number of sample households in
Unions Un,

Mnkt the number of migrants in period t

in sample Snk,

Pnk surveyed population of

households Snk and

\sample

Cn Census population of Union Un.

nen the number of migrants in period t is given by:'
K Mnkt. en
K Pnk

It is found in the survey that 61 percent of the households
have their origin outside of Sonargaon Upazila. On the
other hand, about 14 percent households have some members
who living away from Sonargaon. The out migrants who have
left the Upazila permanently or living outside the Upazila
for a considerable period have not been included in the survey.
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Table-Y'

'I-listorical Pattern of r1igration fran 19'15-C5

No, of sample individuals upto 1946_ 1951_ 1956- 1961- 1966_ ' 1971" 1976-
who migrated in successive 1945 50 55 60 65 70 75 85
five years period. 58 95 33 41 60 75 80 191

Ifl-I4IGRATION Estimated total migration
during successive five
years periods. 3013 6105 1689- 2682 2574 4796 3%0 99578

No. of sample individuals .~
w

who migr~ted in successive
five years period. - - 1 2 8 5 53

OUT_MIGRATION Estimated total migration
durin~ successive Five
years period', - - 30 124 as 1 177 3005

'-
Source: Sample survey, 1984,



Source: Field Survey, 1984,
/
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Union-wise p<lttern of migration is shown in Table-9 and Union-wise
destination of individual in-migrants is shown in Table~lO.

Table - 9

Union-wise Pattern of Migration

Unions No. of
Households
migrated to
Sooargaon

Percentage No. of
households
h;;lV; 09 members
living out of
Sonargaon

Percentage

Baider bazar 42 20.09 18 41.86

Mograpara _ fi6 31.59 9 20.93
Aminpur 69 33.01 10 23.26
Pirijpur 32 15.31 6 13,95,

\

Total 209 100 43 100

Soutce: Field Survey, 1984.
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Table - 10

Union-wise Destination of Individual in-r.Jigrants

Unions No. of sample No. of Average no. %households individuals of,migrants
migrated,to per household
Sonargaon

Baider Bazar 100 17 .27 34.18

Mograpara 120 24 .20 30.38

Aminpur 00 10 .25 25.32

Pirijpur 60 8 .13 10.12

. Total 360 79 .21

,,

100

•
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Historical.pattern of in~ and out~migration is presented in-Table-l1
and Table~12. It may be observed that other than a short period
during the time of partition of India, rate of in~mig~ation has been
continuously increasing. Out~migration on a significant scale is a
recent phenomenon in the Upazila.

TabJ-e ~ 11
Distribution of in-migrants to Sonargaon by Origine

Plaoe of origin "0. of in~migrants % of migrants
to Sonargaon

Old Dhaka District 58 20
Old Comilla District T02 35.18
Old Noakha 1i District 35 12.07
Old Chitta gong District 29 10
Old Sylhet District 15 5.17

•
,

Old Mymensingh District 9 3.10
Old Faridpur District 8 2.76
Old Dinajpur District 7 2.41
Old Bogra District 0 2.07
01 d Barishal Distri ct 7 2.41
India 14 4.83

Total 290

Source: Field Survey, 1984.

100
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Table - 12

Destination of Out-migrants from Sonargaon

Destination No. %

Narayanganj 18 35.29

Dhaka 9 17.65

Comi1la 5 9.80

Narshingdi 7 13.73

Other District 8 15.69

Middle East 4 7.84

Total 51

Source: Field Survey, 1984.

100

_ 3.6.3 Emploj1ilent Situation in the Upazila

As regards opinion about job preferences, a large percentage

of respondents expressed to retain their existing profession

mainly in agri culture, bus i ness and handlooms (Tab1e-13). The

next prefered job is service in NarayanganJ City. The other

prefered jobs are worked as skilled labourers (Industrial labour],

day labours etc. There is also a remarkable trend of change i:n

profession. Majority of the respondents expressed their

willingness to switch over to the business.
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The economic base of the lh;azila is mainly agriculture. But

the commercial and industria] development of Narayanganj has
given the service opportunities for the population of Sonargaon
especially in the industries.

It is realized that there is a strong physical as well as

socia-economic linkage between the Sonargaon and Narayanganj
and Dhaka. As a result, the population of the Upazila get
Narayanganj and Dhaka as favour~ble work pl~ces for 000-
agric~ltural activities, The in~migrant5 to the UPazila'

are gradually extending their settlements towards the agriculture
land and along the roads.

The rural population are very poor and the local old inhabitants are
not precisely literate and elightened. They are rnainly enga-

"
ged in agriculture. The in-migrants are comparatively more

literate and are mostly employed in Narayanganj city.
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Table - 14

Employment i" Different Activities " Subsidiary Occupation

Types 1961 1974 1981

No. % No. % No. %

Agriculture 1879 83 3753 67 6113 54

Business 624 11 1747 15

Service 873 8

Fishing 613 11 1747 I 5

Others 376 17 628 11 873 8

_Total 2255 100 5628 100 11353 100

Source: Statistics Office, Sonargaon Upazila

It is very difficult to obtain the occupancy
•,

rate and annual
•

income. The~,survey shows that majority of the people is composed

of middle income group. About 58% family earns Tk.6000.00 to
Tk.6600.00 per year as main occupation {Table-15}. The percentage
of population engaged in different occupations are business 8%,
service llt;, fishin~ 3X, industrial labour 8%, hilndloom industry

(mostly owner) 6% and others 6::: who are mainly shopkeepers, school

teachers, retailers, rickshaw poolers, boatmans etc. All of their

income varies from Tk.2000.00 to Tk.1550.00 per year.
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Table - 15
Income Opportunities from Different Activities
as maln occupation (income as per year)

Types 1961 1974 1981 1983

5 1QOOD

5000 70 6000 64 6500 58

Tk, ~~ % Tk.

Agri culture
Business
Service
Fishing
Industrial
Labour

Hand100m
Industry
Others

Tk.
3500

6000

3600

1000

1800

2500

1000

%

78

4

2

3

2

6

6000

1800

4000

3500

1500

%

715000 8 15500 8

7 7000 8 7000 11

3 2000 3 2500 3

5 4500 7 5000 8

4 4000 7 4500 6

4 2000 ,3 2000 6

Source; Field Survey, 1984.
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3.6.4 Education Facilities

In the Sonargaon iJpazila, there are in total 110 educational

institutions of which 85 are primary school, 6 junior high
school, 10 high school, 2 adult education centre, one college

and rest are madrashaw (Table~16). Somehigh schools and tile

college have pucca structures but almost all primary schools
are with kutch a structures. It is found in the survey that

all institutions are lacking in-adequate accommodations and
other facilities like play field, scientific apparatus, Dooks and

,
- ancillary facilities as per modern standard. Fig. 15 indicates
the total literates as per union.

There are 6 mosques in the lJpazila" Of these, three are

historically important.

Table - 16

Education and Religioous Facilities
in the Sonargaon Upazila

Total No. Distance from the
Upazila Headquarters
(% in mile)

Primary school 85

Junior high schOOl 6

High schaal 10

College 1

Madrashaw 6

Mosque 6

Adult education centre 2

Total 116

1

2,5

1

1

,5

3

13

Source: Statistical Year Book 19B1 and Field Survey 1984.
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3.6.5 Health Facilities

•

For reliable and better treatment people has to depend
on the Upazila health complex and medical centre. There
is one Family Planning Centre. two Charitable Dispen-
saries and 45 Pri¥ate Practitionars in the Upazila(Table-l7}.
The pri¥ate practitionars are distributed in different
rural markets and villages. The MBBS doctors sit mainly in

. Upazila Headquarters.

Table 17

Types
Hospital

Health Facilities ln the Upazila
Total No.

Charitable Dispensary 2

Family Planning Centre 1

M.B.B.S. 2

T.S.F.S. 2

Homeopathic 25 ;
",'Iia~age :,coctor 205

Kabi raj 12

Source: Statistic Office, Sonargaon Upazila.

Hospital and Family Planning Centre are located in the
Upazila centre while the Charitable Dispensaries are in
two union headquarters named Barodi and Smabhupura.
Evidently, it can be said that the health facilities
are not uniformly distributed in the Upazila.
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3.6.6. Recreational Facilities
There is one Sishu Park in the Opazila which is not adequate
to serve recreation for the children, Also two Cinema Hall
in the area, preserved a heavy load of population. Therefore
a deteriorating condition affecting in the surrounding area of
those cinema halls.

The existing number of play ground and play fields are 102
in the Upazila (Table_18), attached with the school compounds.
Except these, there are 38 clubs usually attached with the
union offices which p:tform very poorly. Most of them remain
inactive throughout the year,

Table - 18
Recreational Facilities in the Upazila

Types Area in Acres Total No. Expected
population
'(daily)

1

Present
population
(daily)

Play grounds!
Play fields 17 102 30600 45900
Cinama Hall 2 2 800 1000
Clubs 7 38 1140 760

Sishu Park .25 I 50 100 "

Total 25.25 142 3290 47260

Sources: Statistical Year Book 1983 and Field Survey 1984.

Tre existing open spaces in the Upazilaccentre is not satisfac-
tory to provide standard living condition and recreational
facilities for the papulation in and arround the Sonargaon
Upazila Headquarters.
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Settlement Distribution Pattern

The settlement pattern of Sonargaon Upazila is more or less
clustered. At the eastern part of Sonargaon it is more
compact than other areas, northern and western part are
also clustered than southern part. The settlement pattern
of southern part is despersed. Few historical buildings
are also present near the Upazila centr:e (fig_ 16).

Floor Materials: The condition of the buildings cannot be directly
co-related with the age of strUctures. Some old pucca
structures are in a better condition than the katcha structures.
About 81.25% floor of living houses are mud built, 14.37% brick.
4.37% concrete and 1.25% are wood built (Table-19). Therefore,
the economic and social health of the community are reflected in
it's housing condition.

Table - 19
Floor Materials of the Ho~ses (% of Persons Used)

Types M,d Brick Concrete Wood
Living house 81.25 14.37 4.37 1.25
Qliitchouse 74.37 5.62 1.25
Kitchen 98.75 3.12 i
Cattleshed 75.62 1.25

Source; Field S~rvey 1984.

The bazar area comprises a,congested and over crowded with
small one or two stored briCK made buildings, tin shade
structures with open wall and bustee dwellings are in bad
condition. Many dwellings are structurally ~nsound,
insanitary, overcrowded and poorly ventilated.
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Land and Buildinq Cost: To obtain a brief economic status of the
Upazila, a survey was carried out and the following characteristics
were observed:-

The survey indicates varried prices of land from locality to
locality. Prices are higher in the Upazila centre where per
acre of land costs about Tk. 4 lacs which was Tk. 30,000.00 in
1970. But in other areas of the Upazila it is Tk. One Lac 50
Thousands while cultivable land costs Tk. 2 Lacks per acre which
is just half of the former (Table-20).

Figure-17 indicates the land value pattern in the Upazila.

Toble - 20
Land, Building Costs and Rent Structure (% in Tk.)

1970

Upazila Upazila
Centre I~e~ion

1974 1984
Upazila ,Upazila Upazila Upazila
Centre Region? Centre Region

1

Land cost
(per acre) 30000 24000 100000 60000 400000 150000

10
,

Dwelling 10 25 25 80 80
cost (per
sft.l

Woodie.1.
Sheet

Rent stru-
cture (per
sft. )-
i) Ovlelling .10 .70 . 15 2.50 .80

ii) Office .10 .50 .75 .1 5 3.00 1.00

iii) Shop . 15 . 10 1.00 .20 3.00 1.50

Source: Field Survey 1934.

The gross and net density in the older housing areas emphasize the lack
of open space, adequate school and other social problems. Majority of
the historical buildings are vacant, noisy and polluted, and disposal
system is commonin the residential areas. Fig.-1B indicates the.
generalized house-rent structures in the lIpazila ..
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Markets and Business Centres

There are 15 daily market places within the Upazila and are
weekly or bi-weekly hats (Table_2l). Barodi and Kaikertek hat
ranks in the highest order of them which care located on the
bank of river Meghna and Brahmaputra.

Table ~ 21
No. of Hat/Bazar, Hand Tubewell and Village Electrified

Daily Bazars

15

l'ieeklyjbi-
weekly hats

16

Tubewells VillagesjMaha1las
Electrified

1288 136

Source: Statistical Year Book 1983.

On the market day roads and entire area especially the bazar
and it's adjacent area gets too congested that movement becomes
very difficult. The shops are not planned, they are simply,
overflowed on the roads and s~rroUnded by vacant places.
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So, re-organizaton of those markets may be suggested. The
major commodities transected between these rural markets and
their serviced communities are rice/wheat, fish, vegetables,
frutts etc. Of the total commodities traded' in the market

." -, places about 86.42% is rice/wheat - sold in open spaces and
13.58% commodities are transected in the shops. Fish sales
happens in open spaces and about 98% vegetables and 97% fruits
are transacted in open spaces, the rest are in the shops
(Table_22). Figure-19 indicates the weekly shopping pattern

in the Upazila.

Table-22

Commodities traded in the Market Places
Types of Goods % Sale in Open Spaces , Sale '" Shops"

Rice/Wheat 86.42 13.58
I

Jute 2 Nil

Fi sh 100 Nil
Vegetables 98 2

Fruits 97 3

Building Materials
(tin, bamboo, cement) 98 1

.Source: Field Survey 1984.
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3.7 -Tt;ansport and Communication System

The upazila is served by only one railway line which is about 8 miles
in length. This railway line conr::ect Narayanganj with Sonargaon. Roads
are the main means of corrtllunicatiOD. Dhaka-Meghna Ghat road serves the

chief transport line. Villages are connected with each other by
carttracks. Besides, the numerous inter-connecting water ways and
khals which flow into it, provide potential routes for country boats
which play during monsoon season. In the dry season, however, some
of the khols become difficult for navigation. The Dhaka-Meghna and
Narayanganj-Meghna roads are important transport facilities for the
area and the Grand Trunk Road upto Baider Bazar Lawnen Ghat to
Kaikertek Hat, is the oldest transport link. Two ferry ghats perform

physical linkage of the designated area with Camilla and Munshiganj.

The important ferry connection points are Meghna-Comilla and Baider Bazar
M~nshinganj.

Meghna ferry ghat is
number of passengers

commodities are also

Sonargaon Upazila.
the' eastern zone of

well known for her important role. Maximum
cross through this ghat. Except passengers,

transported far beyond the boundry .of ,the

Because it is the onJ'y ferry ghat to communicate
Bangladesh.

The study area is sorro~nded by Meghna and Bakhya river. ,The old
Brahmaputra passes through the'Upazila from n'orth to south •. Small

boats are the only mode to corss this river. There is no remarkable
transport system that links ~p the two ghats along the flyer. The

bus communication plays an important mode of transportation in the
whole year and is supplemented by water transport ouring the rainy

season.
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Buses provide the only means of vehicular movement in the
area. At present about 50 percent of all journey in dry season
in the Upazila are made by bus. There is need for improvement
of transport services and if possible the introduction of new
roads should be constructed to ser¥e the remote villages of the
Upadla Headquarters. It has been evident in the survey that a
.better transport linkage is a long-felt demand of the area.

The length of transportation network of different modes in the
Upazila are 11 miles Notional Highway, 3 miles C&B road, 46 miles
D.C. Road, 8 miles railway.line and 50 miles waterways (Table-23)
of which 30 miles are navigable in all seasons and the rest are
navigable in monsoon period. The National Highway that runs
through the Upazila is an important transportation link with

Dhoka, Naroyanganj, Camilla, Sylhet, Chittogong, Naakhali etc.

Sonargoon _ Naroyangonj road is importantly used by Upazila

people for different purposes.

Table - 23

length of Transportation
(distance in miles)

Network in Upazilo,

Types Non Motonl-
able katcha
ROod

r~oton:ab1e
kateho
Road

Mettaled
ROod

Brick
soled
ROod

Total
distance

National Highway 11 11

C&DRoad 3 3

D.C. ROod 39 5 2 46

Railway Line 8

Hoter Dry Season 30
Monsoon 50

ways period

Total 39 5 11 5 148

Source: Census Report 1983, published by Bangladesh Stotistical
Bureau, Dhaka.
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The existing transportation facilities in the Upazila are as
follows:-

There are 50 miles of river ways and 9 miles of canal ways on which_
only 2 steamers, 4 lawnehes, and 4700 country boats play regularly.
Again there are semi-pucca roads and 11 miles pucca road on which
only one bus, 50 scooters, 122 motor cycles and 527 Rickshaws
regularly move (Table-24). About 44 kateha roads of the Upazila
are used by the villagers. These kuteha roads are important for
transaction of commodities between rural growth centres and the
communities. The location of existing transport facilities and
the number of settlements by-each category of transport mode are
given respectively in Tables 23 & 24 which domonstrate the existing
situation and indicates over the future planning of the transporta-
tion system.

Table - 24
Available Transportation Facilities i~ the Upazila

------

Mode of
Transport

Water ~Iays

Pucca Road

Types of Transport
Types
Steamer
lawnch
Country boats

'"'Scooters
Motor Cycle
Rickshaw

Available
Nos.

2
4

4700
1

50
122
527

Length of transporta-
tion system {i~ miles}
30 (Dry or Rainy seasons)
50 (Monsoon period), ,
11

Semi Pucca
Road
Kutcha Road
Canais

Pedestrian
boats 4700

5

44
9

Source Field Survey 1984.
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Table - 25

Location of Transport Facilities '0 the
Sonargaon Upazila

Types Names Hhere Located
Village Onion

A. Bus stop Katchpur Katchpur Kiltchpur
Dewanbagh Dewanbagh Katchpur
Madanpur Madanpur Katchpur
Kayoda 1 a Kayodala Sanmondi
Jilnghal Janghal Sanmondi
Darikandi Dari kandi Sanmondi

Sonakhal i Sonakha 1i ~~ograpara

Tripordi Ti pardi Mograpara
Mograpara Mograpara Mogr::apara

Pirijpur Pirijpur Pirijpur
Ashariar Char Ashariar Char Pirijpur
~jeghnaGhat Char~.Ramjan ~Pirijpur -

Sonaulla

B. Rail Station Noyapur NOYilpur Sad; pur
,

Kutipara Kuti para Jampur

C. Launch Ghat Meghnil Ghat Char Rai-ian Pirijpur
(Mechanized) Sonaulla

D. Launch Ghat Kili kertek Kaikertek MograpilfQ
(Non Mecha- Mog~a'para ' Baranagar Mograparaniled)

Olipura 01ipura Sonillondi

Ananda Bazar Baider Bazar Baider Bazar

Source; Field Survey 1984
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The road condition is not of good quality in the rural
areas of the LJpazila. Roads within the IJpazila Headquarters

are mostly un-metalled, narrow and un-planned and cannot
accommodate the usual traffic volume. The important rural
roads are Mograpara to Baider Bazar and Mograpara to
Kaikertek hat (C&B roads), This semi pucca and unduillating
narrow carriage way needs proper repair and widening. These
are the only roads to enter the vast rural areas within
the Upazila and to maintain communication between the rural
areas and the Upazila centre.

The main road structure is bas~tally linear and the rest
are inter-connected with National Highway ~nd C&B roads.
All main roads in the Upazila meet the river bank developed
as ferry ghats or boat ghats at differe~t places. Thesel.
roads function both for through traffic and the main internal,
road traffic. It is observed that the growth of settlements
have been spreading along these roads. Also, the rUN1
markets and shopping centres have been developed at places
on these roads. Figure no. 20 showi~g the present road
~etwork in the Upazila.

The deficiency of roads in the Upazila reflects problems.
So it is essential to provide a proper road structure if
effect of urbanization in the sense of modernization of
socia-economic life is to be initiated in the whole Upazila.
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Table - 26

Transport Accessibility

Settl ernent Total No. No, of No. of No. of Other
SlZe of settle- settle- settlements settlement settl ernents

ments ments on on National on D.C.
road Hiqhway roads
junctions

-5000 2 1

3501-5000 5 3 1 1
2001-3500 14 2 1 5 6

501-2000 110 4 5 14 87
-500 196 4 6 7 179

Total 327 10 15 17 275

Source: Field Survey 1984.

3.8 Development Potentials and Constraints

It must be mentioned that the physical characteristics of!the
Upalila pose certain difficulties to it's development. Presence of

physical features such as low lyin~ areas, poor drainage sy~tem, river

errosion etc. make some locations difficult, expensive, or totally un-, ,
deserable for development. Areas whe\e physical const~aints on
development are severe are shown in figure no. 21.
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In all casEs, most of the areas of the Upazila will require
more or less improvement of facilities for the communities
because there is shortage of services. There is scarcity of
land free from annual flooding on which services like develop-.
ment of markets or other recreational facilities can be deve-
loped. The land that falls within the close proximity on
Meghna river (on the south) is low lying areas which presents
difficulties for physical development on a large scale. But
in the eastern side it is feasible for development of physical
facilities. So a proper planning system need to be introduced
for the whole area on both sides. During every rainy season,
the low lying areas go under water to a depth of average 5 feet
to 10 feet. The depth and duration of flood water, of course,
vary from place to place and fr.om year to year. The flood
affected areas remain under water for about 5 to 6 months.
Food in Pirijpur and Shambhupura are mainly because of the
presence of Meghna and Dhaleswari rivers which overflow the
banks during monsoon. Though thE maximum height of flood
water during the normal year is about 16.5 feet, ln exceptional
years the conditions becomes severe. Figure no. 22 indicates
the Highest and (owest water level of Meghna at Baider Bazar
in 1981 •

. The economy of Sonargaon may easily be threatened with the
riSE of water level of the rivers above danger level as it
was experienced in the year 1984. 'The errosion along the
banks of the rivers is again a major problem especially for
the Baider Bazar area. In addition, change of the courses
of the rivers including other drainage system present further
complications.

The maintenancE of tanks and canals appears to be desirable
for the following reason:-

i) Water-lavels are high in the existng wet lands.
Irrigation water will, therefore, caUSE watEr logging
in these areas.
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Fig. 22
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ii) The locations of these tanks is in high land
areas formed by arresting settlements which are
to function as drainage courses.

iii} As mentioned above, the quality of water is inferior.
iv) Since these tanks and canals are formed by arresting

the natural drainage courses, the provision of an
effective alternative drai nage system becomes
problematic and expensive.

It is clear that development effort should be strengthened in
the southern part of Sonargaon, especially to develop the
agricultural programe. It's agricultural potentiality woHd
be higher if development efforts for the area is moulded
towards improved agricultural practices. The other areas of
the Upazila are also to be physically facilitated for economic
development as well as social upliftment of less advanced or
diSodvantaged conlmunities.

,

•
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• 4. HIERARCHY OF SETTlEI'IENT. AlID SERVICE CEnTRES

To identify the 10cat10n of central places within the Upazila.
in respect of the ~xlmum range of deaand for service facili-
ties, hierarchy of settlements have been emphasized. The
hierarchy of settlements is the product of the centrality of
settlements in a region. Centrality of settlmehts depends
upon the quallty and quantity of central services performed
by a particular settlement. Within a few settlements, the
central services tan be defined as 'service availability' and
'availed' by a nU'nber of settlements. Generally, a central
service is cOlTIpost'dof many sub-services. So. in a particular.
central service. different level of services can easily be identified.
This identification has been based on the following methodo.
logical approaches.

-.-

4. 1 Methodological Approaches

A misleading picture may come out if we apply the central place
studies of western countries in the Bangladesh context of
identification. of centrality of rural service centres usually

1termed as HatstBazar. Individually serving a number. of. .
settlements or villages. The western method such as ~ Telephone
densities, Range of retail shopping and bus service frequencies,
may not be applicable for the determination of settlement
hierarchy, so an easy and most applicable method have been,
used in this study. These are as follows:_

i) Distribution of settlements by population size
ii) Hierarchy of settlements in te~s of services.

•
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To identify the distribution of settlements by population size,
.the population of 1961. 1974, and 1981 have been considered and
to Identify the hierarchy of settlements 1n tenns of services,
the availability of services of shopping. flna~c. industries, edu-
cation, health, transportation and c~nication have been taken
into consideration. The above hierarchy of settlements are also pre-
sented and explained with the help of maps.

4.2 Distribution of Settlements by Population Size

From the Table-27 it is apparent that the number of settlements have
been increasing during the census years from 1951, Along with the
increase of number of settlements, the nu~ber of larger settlements
have been also increasing in terms of the population size. This
demonstrates the fact that with the increase of the,population, higher
level of services are also being required. Therefore, with the dlstri.
tive pattern of the settlements with their population, the distribu-
tion of services are to be inconformity with the changed demand for
services from the existing service centres. This will be evident in
the following lable:-

Table. 27
Distribution of Settlements bv Population Size

Population size 1951 1974 1981
110. -!.. . l~o. , No. ,

Upto SOD 169 58.59 153 57.51 '" 59.94
50-2000 70 28.45 " 37.22 110 33.54
200-3500 , 2.44 11 4.14 " 4.29
350-5000 1 .41 , .76 5 1.52
Above 5000 0 1 .37 , .61

Total 24' 100 26' 100 3Z7 100

Source: Field Survey 1984,
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~.3 Hierarchy of Settlements io lerms of Services

10 detenmioe the hierarchy of settlements (mouzas) in tenns
of services, 28 services have been considered. The category of
hier&rchies of these mouzas have been identified on the basis
of services available in them. These services from a particular
centres tend to limit within a definite population size group
in terms of their threshold limit.

Scores against the services categorized In Table-28, have been
considered to find out a resonable hierarchic distribution of
settlements in te~s of services. lhe distribution of settle.
ments in their hierarchic order hal'been shown in Tablc-29.

Table - 28

Scores against the Cateoory of Services

Name of Services Score

Health Complex, Musetlfll.Shishu ParI; 10
College. Telephone, Police Station,
Railway Station, Mechanized Ferry Service,
Tahshil Office, Cinema Hall, Family
Planning Clinic 8
8anl;, Post Office. High School, High Madrasha,
Bus stand. Godwon, Telegraph Office, Boat Ghat,
wee.Uy/bi-weel:.lyhat 6
Union Office, Junior High School/Madrasha 4
Primary School, Daily Bazar, Metalled Road 3
Briel:.Soling Road, Shops (Above 2 No.) 2
Mosques, Temple (Important), Shopsjless than
2 No.) 1

~o. Services 0
Source: Field Survey 19B4
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The scores ~gainst tile services listed categorically
in Table-28 are considered assu:ning the lm~rtance of tile
services. It is assumed that services under each of these

service categories in Table-28 have almost the same level of
importance. Hcwever. this assumption is not based on any
iheor1tlcal methodology but 11generalized way of ration-

alizing the value of each services.

Table-Z9 shows that only 2 mouzas fof the total of 327
mOIJZlIs.fall under Category-l of tile hierarchy with ~ximum
service facilities in the Upazlla. Caiegories-IJ and III
have same number of settlements (3 mouzas in each) and
Category-1V has 9 mouzas. It is importantly notable that

Caiegory-V has 11large nur.merof 310 settle::1cnts without

al~st no services. Tltis indicates that the ccr.rnunity and

a~ well as develo~~t facil;tie~ are concentrated within a very
limited nWolber of mouza~. Therefore. for an un1folT.ldistrl-
bution,of ~ervices. these settlereents would have to be
distributed accordingly. But from the distribution of ~ervices.
especially the mar~ets, it is notable that those are not
evenly distributed. Also, all the'mouza~ within the
category-V of the hierarchy are not suitably li~~ed by good
tran~portation with the higher categories of settlements
where the 5ervlce~ are availabe. This situation emphasizes
over an uniform redistribution or provision of serVice
facilitie~ within the Upazila along with improvement of
conrnunication networ~.,
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Table - 29

Hierarchy of Settlement in Terms of Services
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Table - 30

Hierarchical Distribution of. Mouzas

(in categories)

•

Categories

1,t

Second

Third

Fourth

Fifth

Source: Field Survey 19B~

~ame of the Mouzas
Uddamganj

r~ograpara

Barod;

Katchpur

Baider Bazar

Aminpur

JalTInur

Shambhupura

B~ran"gar

Kaikertek

Panom

011pura

Kuti para

Sanmondi
Pirijpur

Noagaon

Sadlpur
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Some self explanatory services in their operat~onal sense
are not included here independently, which are - Grocery
shop, Tea stall, Barber, Carpenter, Tailor, Blacksmith,
Retail cloth store, Karware store, Medicine shop etc. These
services only explined here as shops. Some of the services
have been explained here as their operational characteristics.
Such as:-

Markets

It IS an important trade feature of rural areas. Weekly and
daily markets have been considered here. There are not suffi-
cient permanent structures and easy accessibility to these markets,
though those are treated as the trade centre of that region.
The locational distribution of the existing rural hat/bazars
incauding the Upazila Headquarters are given in the Table-31
along with their existing number of served population.

Educational Facilities

Dn-IYincluded the ?~ir;lary school, high school and college.
~rimary school considdered as educational facilities upta 5th
standard. High school, considered as educational fa'ci1ities upto
oth standard .Ihich may be the centre of 5.5.C. examination
Of not. College is considered ~s educatcior,al facilities upto
Degree (pass) level.

Table-32 shows the union-wise distribution of education
facilities. It is indicated in the Table thaL the s~hool
fa~ilities are not unifonnly distributed in ~11 the unions
of the Upozila.

4.3.3 Transport and Conliliunicatior:

InCluded only bus stop, post office, telephone exchange, rail
station, r;lechanized and ~on-mecha~ized ferry ghats .. [Iff the
8 bus 'stops in this Upazila (through Katchpur to t',eghna ferry
ghatj only two are scheduled stops, others are request stops.
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Table - 31

Distribution of hat/bazar in the Sonargaon
Upazila

Union

Mograpara

Barodi

Baider Bazar

Noyagaon

Jampur

Ami npur

Sonmondi

Sadipur

Katchpur

Shambhutlura

Pirijpur

Name of the Nill'le of the Number of
hat/bazar vi11aqe where population

located ~8rved( approx.)

Mograpara 'hat/
bazar Baranagar 1500
Kaikertek hot Kaikertek 5000

Barodi ,hat/bazar Barodi 6000- ,-"', '.-,- ~" • -
Anar.iJob~zar hat Anandabazar . ,. 3000
Baid~r Lazar hat/
bazd'- Bdider Bazar 1500

Dhur.di h,t Dhundi Bari 1000

r.~hajaff,pur hot Mahajampur 1500

j';unslli'-ilil Bazar - Munshi rai 1 2000
Ud(,<J>n9ail,~!lazar , IJddamganj 2500

,11-;iJ'-Ir" J:~t/b~z[r ~lipura 1500

'r.i",not'lji bt '..I':arihordi 10pO
G,t;)gapur I_d!. ;;angapur 2000

Katchpur bdl~~ Katchpur 2500

Shambhupura ht.,
bazar Shambhupura 2000

Ni1 .~i1 Nil_

,

Source; Field Survey 1984
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Table _ 32

Madrasha
Jun- Forka-
lor ma

No. of Schools
'rimary Secon- College

dary

Union-\~ise

Madrasha
Junior Forkania

Distribution of EducatlOn Facilities
No. of Students

Primary Secondary College
No. of
Pri _
mary

Teachers
SccondQry Coll-

ege
t-ladrasha

,1"n;nY' For-
kani a

7 - - 1 8 1782 250 " 1066 11 - 18 7
6 3 1353 240 I 7 - 3- - - -
11 3 - 1 9 2549 1142 428 933 34 31 - 24 11
7 - - 9 1265 - - 710 15 - g
6 1 - 1 5 1044 554 _ 240 478 18 11 - 11 6
11 I - I 7 2724 447 235 644 26 13 - 11 8~
7 1 1 - 13 2104 1083 711 1040 23 27 13 13
6 1 - - 13 1587 636 - 480 12 14 11
5 . I - - 6 1296 312 1040 18 17 - - 6
7 - I 11 1641 185 375 25 - - 11 13
7 1 - 7 2346 "1020 - 1040 25 25 7

10 11 I 6 92 19691 5194 711 1338 8056 154 138 13 75 go

ley, 1985

•
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The Dhaka-Chittagong and Dhaka-Comilla highway pass through
some of the villages of the Son.,rgaon Upazi lao Buses always
stop on these two scheduled stop. The local bus services between
Dhaka-Meghna Ghat and Narayanganj-Meghna Ghat always stop in
all the 9 bus stops. Post office considered as lett~r receive and
delivery, money order, bOOK post services etc,

Telephone exchange provide services for public as telephone
calls. There is only one r"il st.,tion (named Kutipara rail
station) in the Upazila, treated as scheduled station, Mechanized
and non-mechanized ferry ghot considered as the goods and passengers
crossing centre also as trade centre.

4.3.4 Service Industries

Included different types of industries which provide only
services such as rice crushing mill, flour mill etc.

4.3.4 11useum

Includes different type of recreational services. There is only one
lIIuseumin the :,onargaon Upazila which is prominent on it's
historical background.

4.3.6 Health

Hospital or Upazila Health Complex, providing allopathic treatl~ent'
and hospitaliSi>tion in the Upazila. Chentab.le dispensary
providing people \;'ith allopathic treatment as well as medicine
free of cost. Family planning services, providing family planning
serVlces with free of cost. "rivate medical practitioner,
includes both qualified and nor,-qualified village doctors who
may M.B.B.S. Or L.M.F.
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4,4 The Upazila Centre and it's Service Standard

The service ~tandard of the Upllzila centre can be visualized
in the following manner;_

Potentiality of the Upazl1a centre to render
administrative and other services for different purposes
needs to be evaluated for underta~ing development
decisions in the Upazila. But suitability of these services
vary from placelo place within th" Upazila. The remote
villages could not gel sufficient facilities of admin-
istrattive services f~ Upazila centre due to inade-
quate transportation linkage. So the Upazila
ad~lnistratiye services could. not maintain it's high
level efficiency due to the problem of transportation
linkage in the whole Upazlla. It was evident from field
survey that most of the people of Barodi and Smabhupura
unions use water ways with country boats to get services
f~ the Upazila centre .

.
lJpazih Health Comple~ and family planning centre
are loca~ed in the Upazila Headquarters which
bas~cally provide health services for people In the
whole Up,uila. The only one family planning centre cannot
render it's services with due efficiency and uniformly
due to the lack of cornmmication and clOSt'MSS with peopl e.
The remote villagers of the Upazila depend on the
field workers to get family planning services. It has
been evident that field workers arc rnDt sufficient
(only eight) in nlllllb~rto distribute family planning
services in the Upazila. Therefore, the growth of
population of the remote unions are not decreasing. To
ched this problem, it is important to establish some
sub-units of family planning services in the Upazila
with proper facilities and rational distributive sense.
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The only one hospital with 31 beds limthe Upazi1<l centre
could not facilitate the people due to insufficiency of
required instruments and medicine. Now it can serve only
First Aid Services to the people and people who are in the
remote villages totally depends on the private practitioners
or on the nearby health facilities of adjacent Upazilas.

It was observed in the field survey that if there would have
improved transportation linkage with the Upazila Headquarters,
people who now avail the health f<leilities from other lJpazilas,
th~y might have used the facilities from Sonargaon Upazila Headquaters.

As a market, the Upilzila centre is not much important to the people
of all Flads of the lJpazila. There 15 a bi-~Ieekly hat in the tJpazila
centre with a small catchment area. The importance of this market
could not increase due to it's improper location within a congested
area (20 acres) which can not be sufficiently expanded with all required
facilities. In the r.Jarketday the nearby D.C. road becOOles over
crowded. To minimize the above problem of the market in the Upazila
centre, it is important to expand the area of the existing market
place in a suitable ~osition on the northern side of the existing,D.C. Road.

Other services of the Upazila centre ar~ educational (mainly college),
recreational (mainly Museum, Cin~ma Hall and Shishu Park), Agricultural
(mainly Seed and Fertilizer Godown) and building materials (minly Cement
and Iron). These services of the LJpazila centre are also important.
But all of these services can not serve the total population of
Sonargaon Upaz i1a depends on cNarayanoanj, Na rshi ngdi or adjacent
upazilas for these services.

So it can b~ suggestec that an easy and improved transportation
li~kage may improve the quality of services available in the Upazila
Headquarters.

•
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4.5 functional Lin~age of Service Centres with the Community

flg:-28 demonstrates the way on how the service centres are
functionally linked with the community within the close proxi-
mity of each service centre. It is evident that only two
~uzas under category-I which represents the helghcst level
of services. Mouzas Uddamganj, Aminpur, Baider Bazar and
Panam fOnn the Upazila Headquarters Sonargaon and Houza Pirljpur
represefittthe Heghna Ferry Ghat.

The tWo largest service centres serve almost the whole Upazila
region and also have functional linkage with sourrounding
Upazllas. However, due to the unevenness in ~he distributive
pattern of transportation services within the Upazlla, a large
area of the Upazila are being deprived of the services of these
large centres. For example - the union Jampur, Sadipur, naogaon,
Sanrnondl, Barodi and Sambhupura are located within the physically
disadvantaged areas on the northern extremity of the Upazila
having poor road communication to the centre. The main trans-
portation linkage of those unions with the Upazila centre is
the water ways by coun:!y boats. This ta~es enough time and
costs higher. This situation indicates over the uncareness of
the previous administration before the fo~ation of the Upazila,
for developing all parts of the Upazih through a rational
investment decision and appropriate planning approach.

A1tllough the area served by tllree service centre of Category-II
is regularly commutable by the population served. however, the
portion as sllown on the map is not physically better linked by
good transportation means. This necessiates improvement of
transportation system at rural villagc and locality levcls.
These service centres usually and individually fall under any
of the union parishad. So, it naturally goes under union
perished development programme. Therefore, under the union
parishad development scheme, the problem of transportation in
any part of the union could be solve earlier. But because of
the lack of an approach for uniformity in the development
planning objectives of the earlier thana administration.
this rationality could have never been achieved.
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lhese service centres which are below the rank of Category-II,
served the local community at village or mouza level. These
centres are not physically well linked with the higher categories
in all cases whiCh require better transportational linkage to
render higher level of services of the cOffi[;lunity and to have
improved linkage with the higher categories of service centres.

Category-V, have actually no service facilities and these vil1a-
ges or mouzas obtain service facilities from the other categories
of service centres, If there exists gaoe transportation linkage
with the nearest service centres which are regularly commutable
by the population of the village or mouzas having no service
facilities, it creates no problem to the cOlll11unity.But if the
transportation linkage is poor, it definitely creates problem
to the community of such villages or mouzas. In that case, there
sho~1d have required service facilities within the community or
the community should be well linked to the nearest serVlce cen-
tres and then to the service centres in higher categories.

It is evident from the field survey that in many parts of the
lJpazila, the transportation system is poor 'and in sorne areas
hindered by natural obstacles such as low lying areas or presence
of river making problen; for road transportation and consuming
excess time or money.

Thus uniform distributiln of service centres is in fact a nece-
ssity to distribute the services within the Upazila on a rational
basis. Since the already existing centres shouud not be redistri-
buted considering the loss of money and other inputs, it is
wiser to link the ~nserved areas or settlements with their
neQr~st service centres by improved transportation facilities
especially through developed network. Under the nresent Upazila
,dministrative system, the plJnning approach Qna inveSLment
decision may be moulded towards the above direction.
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•4.6 Hier~rch1cal Pattern of Service Centres in the Light
of Central Place Theory

The hierarchy of settlements within the Upazila can be analysed
1n the light of Central Phce Theory of Chrlstallcr. In that
context, Upazila centre may be considered at the top of the
hierarchy. It can be assumed that the degree of services from
the Upazilll centre will be gradually lowered down to the other
cnetres in the lower level of the hierarchy. This also happens
in the case of Christaller's Central Place Theory. Such theori-
tical ideal pattern of hexagonal hierarchy of service centres
may poss1bJy does not exist 1n the Upazila. However. the
concept of Central Place Theory Clln be valuably used 1n the
analysis of the hierarchy of settlements with their service
opportunities.

leaving aside Upazila centre. the union Headquarters and pro-
minent rural mar~ets can be considered as sub-centres 1n the
hierarchy below the level of Upazila centres. Below the
level of these sub-centres, there are other lower level central

_places of small hats. shopping centces, education places and
so on. It is interesting to note that the level of services
provided by these service centres in different hierarchical
levels along with their zone of influence gradually decreases
from the Upazila centre to the village level and vice versa.

Conceptually. the Upazila.centre should serve all parts of
the UPazila. but in practice this does not happens so in'
Sonargaon Upazila. Some unions (Fig.~2B) and many villages
are not well c~unicated with the Upazlla Headquarters by good
transportation lin~age. This ma~es a large area withi~ the
Upazila virtually unserved by the'Sonargaon Upazila Centre,
This is equally true in the case of union Headquarters and
prominent rural mar~etS.

•
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However, although there are lack of transportation facilities,
people from remote corner of the Upazila region alsO regularly
communicate to the Upazila centre for administrative and
judicial services. But for day to day necessary marketing
re~uirements, they avail the opportunity of local or nearby
markets. Thus, the ideal hexagon pattern of central place
hierarchy is not existing in Sonargaon Upazila as well as in
Bangladesh. The catchment area of the service places of the
Upazila is shown in Figure no. 29 which indicates the unserved
area of the Upazila region. But if the tr.ansportation system
of the Upazila (Gould be developed there would have not any
area unserved although theoritical ideal pattern of service
system could not be achieved .

•
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5.1 -"The Probl!Gls of Developrent

The probl£!Tls of developrenl descrfbe as following manner:-

5.1,1 The Vpazll •• Town Centre

The availability of the buildable land gives the Upazlla an
irregular shape rather than a theoritlcal circular shape.
The existing fann and shape of the SOnargaon Upazl1a have
been characterized malnly by two factors:-

Firstly: The river Meghnailnd Lal:hya, the means
of important water ways transportation. has greatly!
influenced the linear pattern of settlement on both
sides of rlver bapks. This influence has attracted
different types of activities on either side of the
rivers.

Secondly: The inler:dlslrict road (Dhal:a.Heghna)
has induced si~ilar or complementary type of land
uses.

•It is assumed that this natural form and the e~isting
lincar pattern of settlements and the general landuse pattern~
of the U~azila should not much disturbed or dislocated for
future physical planning and development approach. Any
distoration or drastic changes to this natural growth and
tcndency may upset the stability and balance in the develop-
ment process.

The scope of this s~udy also search to detenmlne an optimum
size of Sonargaon Upazila township and the method of restrai-
ning further growth of it. There may be tlJOalternative
choice viz.

i) Either to develop SonBrgBon as an integral part
of Dhaka and Narayanganj. or

ii) To develop it as a separate self contained town
having satellte relationship with Dhaka-Narayanganj.
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The existing urban expansion ln Sonargaon is the sub-~rban
development, though it has got a separate identity. The
river Lakhya and Meghna are acting as strong barier between
Dhaka, Narayanganj, Comilla and Sonargaon. A great hin-
drance to the integration of Sonargaon with Dhako and Narayan-
ganj is the existence of river Lakhya, lying in between them.
For proper integration between these areas, shorter transpor-
tation linkage at different locations across the river is
necessary. Thus Sonargaon can be developed as satelite rela-
tionship with Dhaka and Naraynaganj.

Being a satelite town, it's landuse organisaton and upazila
headquarters will always remain under direct influence from
Dhaka and Naraynaganj. The upazila centre which proposed to
be built at Uddalllganj,will not be conveniently accessible
from all parts of the upazila. The people may prefer to go
for services and facilities available in Narayanganj instead
of visiting the headquarters at Sonargaon. Hence, a few sub-
centes termed as cortlllunityservice centres are required at
convenient locations, so that the services and facilities
may be available with easy access. Though this dependence
on Narayanganj will consider-ably reduced.

Population Aspects

The density of populatin in SOl1argaon upazila is ,3479 persons
per square mile. This density of population is high above the,
national average density of population. The household size in
the upazila (S,g) is also higher than the national average (5.7)
(appendix-IVI) .

The inter-census population variation indicates that there has
been a rapid increase in th~ total pO)l~lation of the upazila",
This increase of populati-n has bee~ higher in the recent years
(Table-33). So the pressure of population increase necessiates
the increase of physical facilities with a rational physical
planning approach in the upazila to keep a balance in the deve-
lopment efforts, Also, care should be taken to chetk the
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5.1.3 Education Aspects

Education
H's past

,)

b)

facilities of Sonngilon upazl1a could not maintain
literacy rale due to the following problems;-

Shortage of Institutions: In between 1974 and
1984, 1)(1 near education Inst1tl/lions tlas been
established 1n the upazl!a with the increase of
number of students. So the existing fnstitulions
Clln not bear the present load of students, lind
as a result, the quality of education would cer-
tainly have be-en deteriorated. There is no acute
problem of secondary and higher secondary education
facilities. The existing institutions of these
level are not of good quality lnte~ of standard
of education. The students from economically solved
families. therefore. try to avail the facility in
Narayanganj and Dhaka. But poor students cannot
maintain the higher expenses in Narayanganj or Dha~a.

Shortage of ieachers: ihe existing institutions can
not provide education to the students for a
number of problems. one important reason being the
shortaee of teachers (Appendix-IVl!I).

ieaching as profession in the primary and secondary
schools can not provide the teachers good economic

•support to their families. As a result, anyone
do not like~to come to the profession in rural areas.
Again, those who are associated with this profession.
also are engage in other activities to earn their
livelihood. Besides this, the salareis are not
regularly paid to th6:1 and there is no residential
accor:rnodation by the institutions for the teachers.
In consequence of the above, the quality of school
education in the upazlla remain in a poor conditions.

1t is found in the field survey that the existing
college is facing acute problem of lack of physical
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accommodation facilities and shortage of teachers
as well. Many students, therefore, prefer to
study in remote collegt's especially 1n Ilarayanganj
or Dhaka. This is an important reason for the pool'
picture of high level literate persons in the uplIzUa.

,

,J Accommodatin problems: The accommodation quality of
the schools Is of very poor standard. The schools
in the union and village arc usually not built with
complete puce! structures or with any other good
alternatives. This dilapidated condition of the
Institutions can not very well attract the school
goers and in ~ny instances, some of them leave
schools forever and engage themselves in family
activities especially in agriculture Dr remain unem-
ployed for year after year. But a little improve-
ment In the education facilities might change many
of their lives with better human quality.

5.1.4 Health and Sanitation

Health and sanitation facilities of Sonargaon upalila are very
poor. P~verty striken people in the upalila suffer from malnu-
tration. the diseases of insanitary conditions and lack of
medical supplies and facilities. There is one upalila health
complex and family planning cen.re in the upazila headquarters
but lack of good transportation facilitdes in the whole upazila
is a limiting factor In the proper use of their service facili.
ties. It is found from field survey that there are only 11 M.B.B.S.
doctors in the upazila which is a poor number for a large size of
population in the upazila. The only one family planning centre
could not facilitate the ~ople with adequate family planning
services. Therefore. the growth rate of population is not
satisfactorily reducing.
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5.1.5 Distribution of Settlements and Service Centres

The upazila is consisted with a non-uniform distribution of
service centres. There is absence of market in Pirijpur union
and the people of this union depend on the nearby market
places in other unions for ~arketin9 facilities.

The one family planning centre at the upazila centre cannot
seryeC it's services to the people of whole upazila. As a
result. population of S~mbhupura.~~~pur.Npagapn and Sonoondi
unions are not better served by the existing family planning
services.

All of the major services such as Hospital. Police station,
College, Museum, Family Planning Centre, Telephone Exchange
et~. are located in the upazila centre. So people in different
parts of the upazila cannot get their services properly. There_
fore, a large portion of the people happens to be unserved from
their services.

5.1.6 Physical linkage between Service Centrestftnd Settlements
The people of Ilaogaon. Baredl and Sambhupura unions seriously
suffer for undeveloped transportation linkage with the upazila
headquarters. The r.leansof tranSflOrtation of these unions are
mainly country boats. The union Katchpur. Sadipur and Jampur
have linkage with upazila headquarters by bus/rickshaws through
the National Highway and D.C. road or the erstwhile Grand Trunk
road has been much deteriorated and cannot accommodate the
present volume of traffic.

It is notable that the D.C. road is the only r.!etal1edroad linked
between National Ilighway and Upazi1a Headouarters.

Due to the undeveloped transportation linkage, the field workers
of family planning services, the post man and other goYerrr.ll!nt
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and non-government persons cannot visit the remote villages
regularly or whenever it is required. A postman in union level
even do not regularly visit the villages under the union due
to this lack of transportation. Therefore, problem of trans.
portation also creating communication gap between the institu-
tions and the villagers.

5.1.7 Agriculture Aspects

The upazila is mainly agriculture base on it's earning capacity
of population. This agricultural condition suffering inadequate
hcllities of:-

i) 5eed and Fertilizer Distribution: There is one
~eed godown and one fertilizer distribution centre in
the upazila headquarters. People do not get services
from these two centr.es in a proper time due to the
problem of transportation and availability of seed and
fertilizer in proper time. Beside these. non-availa-
bility of other agricultural inputs and pesticides are
also problems to increase the agricultural production.,

ii) Flooding: The upzila is sourrounded by rivers on
it's threee sides and a river flows north-south
through the middle of the upazila. There are no embanrJnent
or any kinds of flood control system in the upazila.
Therefore. In every year flood affects all the low:
lying lands of agriculture.

It has been evident in the survey that some emban~Jnent facilities
can protect the agricultural land in Pirijpur, Baider Balar.
Barodi. Sanmondi and Shambhupura unions.
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Non-agricultural Economic Sectors

The non-agricultural economic sectors of the upazila have
also contribution to the upazila economy especially in genera-
ting income and employment.

The upazila Sonargaon had a good industrial past. At present
there are also 1860 units of handloom and power 100m industries,
791 cottage industreis and 29 jute and textile industries
(appendix-XVII).

Recently one cold storage, one plumber industry and one brick
field have been established. It seems that all of the above
activities play an imrortant role to the development of the
upazila, but not yet, due to the following problems:-

i) l.ack of Financial support: The hondloom and powerloonl
industreis now seriously suffer fronl lock of financial
support. For this, the financially involvement clilss
could not come forward to this activities ond therefore,
the cottage industrial sector could not expand and
developed to an expected level.

i1) Non-availability of Raw l1aterio1s: it has been found in
the field survey thot all of the handloom industries
depend on the Narayanganj and Narshingdi for their raw
moteriols. So carrying c~st of the raw moteriols increased.
Raw materials through proper~rationing system cannot
be established due to the malpractice of the deolers and
influentiol,persons. in this way the sl"a11 and cottoge
industrial base of the economy has been becoming weeker.
At present, there is also problem of shortage of skilled
industrial \1orker due to this dimlnishin~ situation in
the industri a1 sector.
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111) Absence of local Market: 1n absence of local
market, mal(;mum percentage (!lSI) of industrial
products are carried and sold 1n the markets
of Narayanganj (50S), Narshlngdl (251),
Baburhat (lOS), Munshinganj (51), Dhaka (51) and 51
is sold in the local hat/bazars. Therefore, a type
of middle man (named as ~ahajan. palker) have been
generated who take the output from producers in
exchange of money and borrowed 1t to the above
market places. For this sltuilt~Dn. producers
cannot get the actual'price of their products.

It 1s found from the survey that the existing timber
mill is fati"9 space problems. The!cold storage
requires adequate supply of electricity and the
brick field needs gas for burning the bricks.

,
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5.2 Potential for Develoement

To develo~ the Sonargaon.upazila in a rational way, there
have some potentiality which are as follows:.

-~--

5.2.1

5.2.2

The Upazila Town Centr.e

Tbe u~azila centre is generally supposed to have sources for
a wide vareity of shopping facilities, administrative and other
offfces, housing blocks, education facilities, cinema and
other cultural facilities and so on. This centre should attract
people from all parts of the upazlla. The location, size and
design of this upazfla centre which will provide many services
and functions not only tn the local scale but also in the
regional scale, require careful study in terms of it's.economic
and financial feasibility. A com~lex of this particular nature
I.e. a mix development business and residential accommodation
economically feasible. Housing should be availableto a full
range of income groups specially for lower incOlm? groups
struggling for accommodation in the upazila centre. This
aspects leads to the need of good organization and order of a
proper hierarchy of functions. The upazila centre should no
longer remain haphazard and unorganized. The order and
hierarchy of functions will also strengthen the organisation
~~~ deY~lopment of su~regional and local c~nity level
-service centres.

Population Aspects

To chetk the population growth there is scope to provide
family planning services In the Sonargaon upazila. The
existing family planning centre is located in the upazila
centre, some new family planning sub-centres may be established
in the unions of Shambhupura. Jampur, Barodi, Katchpur and
Mograpara on the basis of population size and geographic
distance. Through this family planning efforts can be
expanded throughout the whole upazila. This will help campaign
for small family and reach the family planning measures to the
door steps of tne people.
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5.2.3 Educat10n Aspects

The 1ncent1ves for developing the educijt10n stijndard may be
attij1ned through the following meijSUres.

Primarlly, some existing primary schools and high schools may
physically be redeveloped in consideration with more
accorrmodations.

Secondly, .to
schools, more

,
solve the shortage.of teachers of ex1st1ng

•teachers may be appOinted.where needed.

Thirdly, some new schools may be established in cons1dering
the populat10n size and area of the unlo~s and wal~ing d1stance
of the school for the ch11dren. Public education facilities
can be extended to the areas of importance 1n the upazila with
uniform distribution. The econ~ic bijse should be strong
enough to support public services 1ncluding a tax base sufficient
to prov1de services at each stage of development.

5.2.4 Health and Sanitation
•,

To improve the health facilities of Sonargaon upazila. the
upaz11a health complex needs to be substntially 1mproved in
terms of service standard such as. scientific instruments.
medicines ijnd number of profcssionally qualified doctors .

.
Exccpt this. 4 child care cent~ may be provide in the union
Jar:lpur,Shijmbhupurij.Kijtchpur and Baredi.

To improve the insanitary condition of the upazila, modern
san1tary facilities may bc provide allover the upazila. Pure
drin~ing water supply may be substantially extended in the
villages through adequate supply tubewell at a subs1d1zed rate of
price.
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Distribution of Settlements and Service Centres

In consideration with an uniform distribution of service
centres in the upazila, two more hat/bazars may be developed
in the union Pirijpur. Existing Kaikertek';hat is not physi-
cally developed in terms of it's requirements for services
to the people. Therefore, provision of more shopping faci-
lities may be developed. Another one is Barodi hat which is
similar to Kaikertek hat and is going to be abolished by the
erosion of river Meghna. Baider Bazar hat/bazar is also
suffering from the same problem. For these two hat/bazars,
two embankments may be provided to check the erosion Meghna .

.Beside these, some more SerV1C€ centres may be provided on
the basis of settlelllentdistribution in the upazila. These
service centres may be devel-oped in the unions of Shal;lbhupura,
Mograpara, Sanmondi and Sadipur. Also the standard of servi-
ces in the upazila centres may be improved through development
of transportation linkage in the upazila.

Hierarchy of functions concern the importance of service ce~-
tres especially the existing rural markets and shopping centres.
It deals with the types of people, their diversified needs etc.
which will affect and i~fluence the location of service
facilities.

Physical Linkage Between Service Centres a~d Settlements

To develop an uniform transportation linkage between upazi12
headQuarters and unions, good road transporta~ion requires to
be established espeClally between the upazil~ headquarters and
the union hl';;dquartersof Noyagaon, Barodi an~ ShalTlb~upura.The
existing Grand Trunk road also needs to be developed to
check the present d8teriorating condition.

A large percentage of the population get service facilities on
foot fro",different markets. For this, they suffer enourmously
from the trouble of journey especially in carrying goods in the
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absence of suitable mode of transportation modes. But before
the consideration of the modes, the necessity of improving the
'road transportation linkage in the rural area may be given
priori ty,

Through such improvement in the road transportation network in
the rural areas or the upazila, the process of rendering
services by the exi~ting service centres and instituttions may
be quicker,

Agricultural aspects

The scope for the development of agriculture in the upazila
may be achieved in the fOllowing ways:-

i) Provision of more seed and fertilizer distribution centres
in the upazila especially in the unions of Pirijpur,
Sadipur, Sanmondi, Barodi and Katchpur.

ii) Provision of a agricultural inputs centre in the uoazila
headquarters I'lithfilcilities of modern agricultural eq~lp-
ments and necessary trilining and exhibition opportunities
to bring an improvem~nt over the traditional system of
farr;)ing,

iii) Extension of flood control measures may valuable save the
low lYlng agricultural, land and thus yield of the upazi1a
milYbe substantially incre~sed.

Beside these, insecticides, pesticides and fertilizer may be
distributed through.a justifiable rationing system by the local
aeillers at union level.
Non-agricultural Economic Sectors
To improve the conditior. of non-agricultural economic sectors,
milr.agerialand financiill support may be extended through adequate
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measures by the Government.

Raw materials for this sector which are not available in the
upazila may be supplied to the people through a rationing
system within the upazila. For this, some dealers may be
selected and their shops may be distributed in the unions of
Jampur, Noyagaon, Katchpur, Barodi and Sanmondi. These
unions are also important for handlOOITIindustries, and Mogra-
para for cottage industries. Local markets needs to be
developed to sale the output of these industries checking the
malpractices of the middle man. Prices may be fixed up on

actual fate for the output of non-agricultur.al economic sectors
in the upazila.

The development effor~s should create-the type of environment
whiCh will attract the retai~ ind~stry in sufficient q~antity
and diversity to provide a wide range of job opport~nity for
the area.

Development should r!!spond to the areas of natural conditions.
Th~s the potential ~atural bEauty (spEcially the low lying
areas, lakesjcanlas) of the ~pazila should be respected and
developed. Large open spaCE and extensive recreational
opportunities for activE and passive activities in the reqional
scale should be provided a~d be consistent with the sub-urban co~text
of the upazila and it's r~ral character. Environmental diversity,
contrast and individ~a; architectural Expansion sho~ld be
preserved within a unified envinonment.
contain a wide variety of housing types
physical monotony and large enclaves of
economic groups.

Unions sho~ld
and sizes to prEvent
family types a~d socio-

It needs ~o mentio~ that ~~phasis should be given to the need
for ",lanning control of landuse within the arEa. But i[;lplEmen-
tation of local schemes mjly be~ome difficult, or even il~possible,
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if they are not first integrated with a planning policy con-
ceived at ~pazila level which guides the distrib~tion of pop~lat~on
and the development of different ~nion centres thro~ghout the
upazila.

Time, money and efforts for development may be wasted for redundent
road facilities, schools, shops etc, Movement of people and goods
within the upazila should not be wasteful necessitating travel over
great distanc~ to reach their destination. People sho~ld not be
made to commute over long distance at the expens~ of their most
val~able leisure time. The upazila centre should_be organized to
follow a certain functional part of a well co-ordinated system of
interdependent activities.

Existing Social and Physical Infrastructure facilities

Appendix-VI showing the existing major facilities for community
services. it is express~d that each of the facilities at present
serve more than it's design capacity of population which indicates
that.soeial and physical infrastructure facilities are to be improved
and developed to render services to the coonmuni-cy. Some facilities
are found also to be serving at a very minimum level. College,
Madrasha, Telephone excha~ge, post office, rail station, ferry ghat,
bus station, market, may serve the upazila population more valuable
than the eXlsting position if facilities are pl'ovided for their imrrove-
men!. The health facilities may hO\1ever be expanded through increas~
ing the ~umber of units to reach the opportunities to the remote villagers.
Also the existing units need to be improved to render standardized
health facilities to the existing overs, whole number will also
incre2S"" in future.
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S1ze and Structure of Upazlla Centr~
As per~the existing coodfton and a basis of a township structure,
Aminptlr and scm!! parts of the Balder Bazar unions may be
considered as the heat of the upazila township development.
Figure 25 shows the proposals for development of upazlla centre,
Sonargaon. Centering a~und the township centr~; there 'are three
zones of development for future consideration e.g. the lnner lone.
the outer zone and peripheral lone. The respective zone has been
located further away from the centre and each provides different
densities of population, the fnnerzone accommodates the highest
densl ty.

"The complete plan includes about four major communities based
on the planning criteria (dlscused in the next head line).
Each communities when fully developed. will provide a population
of 20000 people. The union centres have been created by decreas-
ing this size of population and provision has been made to
contain 150 persons per acre with net of roads and other facilities.
Each union will be served by a local small township contre and
therefore has further been sub-divided Into smaller population
groups of 5000 population with a primary school and a minor
coomunlty centre conveniently in the middle (Haque, 19 & UDD, 1983).

lt is proposed that the development of upazila town centre
may be followed by check of natural growth and tendency of unplanned
9rowth of human settlements in the light of a standard and re-
commended planning principles. The development 6fnSonargaon
upazlla town centre may be viewed as a satelite town and tourists
centre.

Haque. A. 1977
An Approach towards physical planning of sub-urban area such
as Kerani9anj. un-publ ished pos tgraduate Thos is. BUET. Dhal:a.
Urban Develojr.lentDirectorate 1983. _
Terms of Reference for lanuse/Master Plan anc Up~ziJa Physical
Plan, Dhaka

-

•



.6.2 The Proposed General Landuse Pattern

The landuse pattern provides the general topographical
conditions and existing developments as a framework on which
to depend for development goals on the upazila. The town plan
-defines the central core associated with a high density resi-
dential development and open landscape as recreational space and
decreasing the concentration of growth towards the perimeter.
The upazila centre with a compact COfe bisected by existing
major roads will follow main development along the road. No
proposal has been made for a new core. The arrangement of di-
fferent buildings, landuses, their relationship with one ano-
ther and the manner in which the pattern of landuses are adop-
ted in the plan, largely determine the character, efficiency
and quality of the community. The upazila centre is conceived
as an administrative centre of the whole upazila region.

A ratio of area to population can be ascertained for
various landuses. Such a ratio furnishes an important basis
for the estimates of the future 1anduse needs of the upazila.
And in order to prepare satisfoctory and reasonoble zoning
regulotion, it is necessary to estimate the amount of lond,
that will be needed for the various purposes over the next
20 or any much foreseoble years. To make such estimates, firstly,
to establish the present ratio between the londuse and popu-
lotion and then. to apply such a rotio for an estimotion of the
future population (Tables 32 &33).

All markets of Sonargaon upazi10 is itself to be nucleus
and for further expansion, it will be over 600 acras in total.
This estimtes is only for 16 existing markets and 8 proposed
markets, i.e. for 24 markets having a total land of 600 acres
which provide 25 acres for each of them. The centrally locoted
market Mogropara and Uddalliganjis to be extended with the same
ratio of others. Between major londuses {residential and
commercial} it is best situated to serve the Whole development.
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The principal disposition of physical development in the
• upazila may in short be explained as: on the south along the
river is the ferry ghat connecting Nuayanganj" Dhaka, Comi 11a.
on the west and along the National Highway heavy industries,
dockyards, service industries along the river lakhya, on the
east ferry ghats and fishing activities and on the ~~rth
residential accomnodation (figure~30).

Table - 32
Population Projection and Pert:entage Varait!on
over Years in the Upaz11a

Population 'IV<lriation.. .,
• - ...

1981 1985 ;990 1995 2000 81-85 55-90 90-95 95-20 85.20,

210330 235141 270978 313159 352957 11.79 15.24 11.5615.9072.56

o<f6l>: 1~e; On the basis of total population, Statistical Year
1I00~1983. ,

•
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The big shopping stores and those meet other than daily needs
may be planned in the upazila centre and b~ qu~ckly reached by
bus/rickshaws or on foot from the farthest part of the upazila
by improved roads. There will also be belts of administrative
and other public and cultural buildings including the central
mosque set in sequence. The existing -shopping facilities on the
street may be preserved and expanded except on either sides of
the Dhaka-Meghna Ghat National Higway which is going to be an
Industrial zone and thus may be preserved for such activities.

It is proposed that residential areas may be grouped into functional
units of communities, integrated more or less with one another
not inteneded to be self-sufficient or independent. The
communities are related as far as possible to areas of major
open spaCE. "The areas are grouped together in clusters arround
major centres in order that commu~ity facilities could be provided.
Each major centre will contain a mosque, health centre and atleast
50 shops. This one major centre serving about 20000 population
will therefore have one shopping provision for 400
population in an average." (Haque Ameenul M., 1977, An Approach
towards the physical planning of a sub-urban area such as Kerani-
ganj, Un-published ),tU.R.P. thesis, BUET, Dhaka). ,

The proposed plan provides the distribution,:of population in
planned communities varryin9 from low density single family areas
to high density apartment buildings. The various densit~es will
'encourage diversification. Each community unit will have differ-
ent classes of people in varrying proportion in order to make a
balanced community as well as to achieve there dimensional vari-
ety of architecture. This may be IIsually done through locating
the 10\;income group of people ln the inner residential area.
The medillm income qroup in the neyt outer or mid-level zone and
the high income group in the outer zone. But in the context of
the upazila town centre, this may not be attained in the like
manner and for that the resid!!ntia1 provision in the upazila
town should be considered in the light of it's prevailing situa-
tion. In Sonargaon the above pattern of residential zone may be
accommodated in the landuse plan.
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A portion of high density should be provided for those who wish
t? live very close to the upazila centre or other focal points.
But too extreme ranges of density will be spread over two
Principal zones as described below:-

INNER ZONE It is obvious that high density residential
areas are required to accommodate a large size
of anticipated population preferably within
close proximity to the central part and on
available high land in the planned area.

In the central area, high density residential units comprising
multistored apartment blocks will be deveoped with a area of 150
acres accommodating 3000 population. As such a gross density
of 200 persons per acre is ,recorrtnended,al10wing 40 percent
reduction of area to be available for circulation, utility service
areas, corrrnunityopen space etc. This gives a net density of
600 persons per acre, and "approxinlately 10% of the total built up
area to be reserved for future development expansion. "IV Individual
landuses within this c~tegory has not been identified.

OUTER ZONE - It is suggested that a gross maximum density of
150 persons per acre with a net density
of 300 persons per acre may be considered in

the outer zone. At the early stage of development, sufficient
public facilities-would'not be provided in this zone-to save cost
and time.
The plan proposals for each of the union of Sonargaon, upazila will
accommodate a 5000 persons or about 1000 dwellin9 units after
1995, Future provision has been kept to provide an cillary services
for the future i~creased population and for any expansion of resi-
dential areas to accommodate the unanticipated population beyond the
largest plan period. This land should not be used for low density
housiny.

6.3 Provision for Economic and Productive Activies
The flood affected and low lying land on either side of the National
Highway, could not fon~ the area on ideal location for industrial and
commercial development. Control of flood may therefore, enrich low
lying area for a~ricultural development. At present, both sides of
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• the Ilationa) Highway lIfC going to be fndustrhl used. Therefor,!!,
abo~e mentioned area have been reserved for industrial zone 1n the
proposed land use plan'(fig.JO.). The proposed plan fncludes about
500 acres of land for Sound industrial deveJop:nent free fl"OlTl

residential lIses, In addition, an industrial area of 100 acres 1s
included on the east and west for development in the later stage of
the executlon period of the land use plan.
The potential sites which have been reserved for future expansion
of industrial devel0Pocut provide roads, rivers, jettis, and utility
services in an organized way. Following imp1iclltlons may be
observed for this area:-

al Clearence of site for the industrial development.
b) Encouragement for setting up new large scale industrial units.
c) Prohibition of all residential and agricultural has within the

area.
d) The prepartion of plan for necessary utility services
e} Son! tracts of land may be reserved for par~ and open

'sp~ces within this industrial area.
f) The entire industrial zone covers 600 acres of land which

will provide a plenty of rooms for a larg~ nuober of
factories and related establishments creating scope for more
non-agricultural econl);licactivities and employment.

It is recommended that local ~lanning Authority will maintain
control of the design and layout of the industrial areas. The
new development will be restricted primarily to single stortedl
buildings. It may laso be suggested thllt land coverages
shold be such as to allow maximum number of factories, a
river side or road side garden for employees and roads for
services access. No mor~ residential houses shall be allowed•to be built on this stge, but there may be some shops and
public houses etc. There may also be stablished some service
industries to meet local needs, such as laundries, Bac~eries
and Oairies.
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6.4 The Comnunicat1on Networ~

The ccr.rnvnicllUon neb,or~ for Sonllrgaon upazila has been

proposed to be developed connecting the two main roads and
covering the whole upazila. This highway at the same time
function as a by-pass road through the area lind drains of 1I

high volume of through traffic from the upazfla town centre

to the periphery. The e~istfng by'~ss 1s extended to the
west to (ann a linear road which will help the movement of
traffic between north and soulh part of the upazila. The
upazila centre is situated almost on the road. Traffic to lind

from tawn follows IIradial lind the grid-iron roads. The minor
roads IIrc provided in accordance with the landuses lind links
the communities to each other lindultimately connects the main
roads.

IThe plan recOI:l:IE'ndsthe foH~ln9 standa~ roads as it 1s
presntly being recommended for the u~azila town centre by the
Urban Deyelopment Directorate, Ministry of Works, Goyernment
of Peoples Republic of Ban9ladesh (UDD, 1984)

Roads--
Major
Secondary
Local

Reserves
60 feet
40 feet
24 feet

Surface
30 feet
20 feet
2 feet
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6.4.1 Traffic lind Transportation P.atlern•

An .appropriate road plan for the upazl1a town centre is ur'ilently
needed to clIse the padestrfan movement in the town and.to .chec~
the fast moving traffice from tile rlational Highway also 1I rational
road plan 1s required for the rural areas of the upazlla to
aMain.an improved physical linkage. The following may be the
recorrmendlltions for the purpose:-

1) The road pattern w1th1n the upllzl1a lown centre should be
reasonably ltnkl!d with tile different landuse zones. In the
sam!!way, the transportation ,networ\; within the region of
the upazlla needs to be developed for smooth socia-economic
development of the whole upazlla.

11) To ease the streets of inner pllrt of the town from heavy
traffic flow, the heavy traffic requires to be ilccoc:rnodated
s~e where. at the outer zone. The existing highway through
the upazila is also required to be expanded in a width to
avoid the road accidents and if possible it may be newly
constructed through the proposed industrial zone (Figure-3D).

iii) The road segment between Mograpara and Balder Bazar has only
12 feet width at p~sent which needs to be doubled for easy
mov~nt of traffic. This road links the upazila headquar-
ters with the Uatlonal Highway and therefore, requires
substantial development.

iv) To provide adequate par~ing facilities for both public
and private vehicles. ParUng facilities may be provided
within the town centre where it is required in existing
situation. Also future provision requirements will have
to be considered'in terms of increase of traffic flow
within the town.

v) Present river communication system will have to be
developed to meet the anticipated demand associated with the
future expansiOn of socio-economic activities and help
the development of sub-urbanization process with the
standardization of service.
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A water based cOlTmIInication syslen has been recarmended fdenti- .•••
fying the uses of existing canals. Few terminals and jetties
have been suggeste~ 1n the proposed plan considering the IDea-
tional advantages to facilitate efficient movement of people
and goods. Feeder or link roads have been proposed to establish
communication between the water transport terminals and their
hinterland areas. ,

vi) A large part of the people from remote areas of the upazila
virtually have no transportation other than walking on foot,
The lack of transport facilities for these people seriously
li~its their access to employment,.essentla~ ~ervlces and
participation in community affairs. To solve this problem,
some new roads (IfC required to be provided with the scope of
mov~ent for automobiles including local bus services connecting
different union headquarters and other impertat centres of.
business and connerceo For this, the roads which will be
selected for services of automobiles will have to be sus tan-
tially developed.

.. . vi 1) The Ferry Ghat on the Meghna river will have to be developed, 0",. ,in line with the Wational requirements for highwayidevelopment.
But because, the ferry ghat is within the upazila Sonargaon
and a trade centre for the adjacent rural areas of the upazila,
it should have improve physical transportational linl;age with
the area served by it.
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6.5 Provision for Community Facilities and Essential Services

The upazila is an important focus for different purpose of the
_r.e.sidents such as shoppi ng servi ces, school, 1ibrary and hea ltM
clinic facilities and soon. The quality of design and environ-
ment that it offers should be exceptional. The design may be
developed to achieve following four general design objectives:-

4 •

b.

c •

d.

To create a distinctive character for the centre.
To make grouping of activities to achieve compactness
and hence greater uti_lization of facilities.
To provide climatic protection for the upazila
township as well.as the upazila region.
To design the centre as a meeting place as outlined
above in which residents can remain without bei~g
oblized to buy or move on.

Some other essential services and facilities have been included
i~ the plan to cater the needs of the entire upazila region.

Education: Education is a major determinent of or social. change
and will play a~ increasingly important role ln the commu~ity.
Sites have been kept reserve for a,College and a t~chnical
institution within the c'entral educatio~al complex. To catter
for educatio~al1y sub-normal pupils, a special school has also
been proposed. Since the proportion of childr~n requiring
special education is only 1%-2%,yet provision should be there
for future needs. Sites have been reserved for tI~o or more
schools for educationally sub-normal children, one of them for
the physically handicaped children and the rest for the abundened
(mainly orphanage) children.
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As the educat10nal pol"1cl~, school catchment "areas for d1fferent
catC9or1es of schools are detenm1ned by the easy walk1ng distance
of the school g01ng ch1ldren of respect1ve category.

Standard of the Educational Faci11ties

Nursery school
Primary school
Secondary school
or College

Total area, 2 acres
per 5000 population served
Total area, 5 acres for 20000
population served"

Based on the above standard, requisite number of school has been
calculated for the Upal1la. It was found that a good number of
exist1ng schools can serve the commun1ty still better 1f proper
expansion or' improvements are undertaken. Thus in each of eleven
union cor.rnunit1esthere will be atleast e1ght primary schools and
1n all twenty secondary schools fn the whole upal11a. The sites
for some of the secondary schools have been so located that they
can conveniently serves more than one union.

Healttl and Welfare: It 15 poropsed that a residential group of
ttle planning area will have a maternity and infant welfare clinic,
in some areas, this will be combined with doctors and dentists
consulting rotIms. S1te has been kept reserved for a Central Hospital
which will be developed to meet the growfng needs of the upazila.
It is hoped that a start will be made with a new Ilealth Centre
w1th modern equipments suitably located 1n the existing
market area of I1ograpara. It is rccomnendcd that one bed should
be provided per one thousand populations .

•
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Standard for Kea1th "and Welfare Eacilities

.
Dispensary,
maternity/child care
Hea1th Centre,
Hospital

Total area. one acre
per 5000 population served
Total area, 5 acres
per 20000 population served

•

The National policy regarding population planning and control
should be made known to the people through mass demonstration.
Atleast one family planning centre along with one local health
centre and Maternity/Child Welfare Clinic will be provided for
each three communities or unions. Site for pharmacists, opti-
cians, Dental Surgeons, Pathologists, Opthalmic Medical
Practitioners has conveniently been located within the Central
Medical Complex nearest to the \lpozila centre.

Essential Services; At present, Sonargaon has no Fire Station.
One Fire Service Station preferably at the bank of the t1eghna,
river be located. This will facilitate the situation to bring
the site immediately under control of any fire hazards on river
side development.

In the upazila centre. the plan proposes a site of approximately
5 acres for a central ldgah with accolilfllodationfor about 25000
persons. Part of the area should be paved. Sites have been
reserved for new mosques in each union approximately 0.5 acres
per 5000 population. All possi~le measures must be taken to
reduce pollution. The noxious odours from the future individual
development. The smoke control areas should be extended to
cover the whole of Narayanganj as soon as possible.

From tim~ to time, areas will be required for some more public
houses and also slaughter house, jail etc. whose spacial siting
requirements at the mornent cannot be foreseen, and such as no
specific zoning has been made in the,plan. But some of those
semi-industrial services which are needed to meet a local demand
may suitably be located in the reserved land areas, approximately
10% of the total built up area.
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Recreation and Open Space: 'An extensive open space system, the most
important amenity, is provided for the new oommunities residents. And one
of the most important objectives of this scheme is to provide an open
space and pathway system that would be continuous and lihk all the different
areas of the development. The general function of the pathway is to provide
safe and convenient routes for pedestrian and bicyclists and easy mo~ement
for walkers throughout the site. They will link different residential areas,
the major trade areas, the major trade areas and 'recreational resources,
employment centres, bus stops and community facilities.

A network of landscaped spaces including community parks, playing fields are
also lin~ed by pathways. These pathways will also act as collectors and
lin~ local recreation centres. They pass through the housing areas, alongside
local roads through industrial areas and cross main roads. Their character
will, vary according to their location ~nd the activities which occure along
them. They may be planted with variety of trees providing shade in the
sumnler.

Standard for Recreation and Open 5Dace

Parks, open space
Cinema, closed space
Sports st~di\Ir.J

One acre per 1000 population served
0.5 acre per 20000 population served
3 acres per 20000 popul~tion served.

The area contains many open sp~ces for recreation, and instead of these
spaces being placed by chance on sites which have no market value ~s
building land. They ~re ca'reful1y sited close ti dwellings and designed
to suit the convenience of the users.

As fare as possible preservation and development of existing streams,
brooks, canals and provision of view points are recommended. Few open
spaces have been treated as buffer zones too. Open space attached to
the schools should be large enough so that they can better served their
educational as w~ll .as recreational functions. A positive consideration
has been given to the buffer arranqement in order to make clean the
urban einvironment and to enrich the city scenery.
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Although, Sonargaon is a potential area for recreation but
the areas within the upazila are mostly of rural character,
It is recommended that Sonargaon may be redeveloped as a histo-
rical and recreational place on it's heritage.

Land Reserves for Special Use: About 60 acres of land is kept
reserved which corresponds to the amount that 15 appropriate to
this development. Through strategic planning, the value of
this land may be increased and provide revenues during later
stages of development, In addition, these <lreas provide oppor-
tunities for large regional facilities which may emerge in the
future such as a Hospital, a Technical College or a Fire Fighting
Training Centre.

Adequate power 'is easily available both-for domestic use and
industry. The existing overhead cables and poles along the roads
are an eye-sore. They sho~ld be put ~ndergro~nd with the tele-
phone cables, if this is technically practicable. If they must
be carried overhead, the design and siting of the poles will
need careful] setting.

ln d~aling with the overall planning activities in the study
area, it is impossible to separate the factor of sanitation from
the nature of the shelter itself. The principles laid down by
the World Health Organization, it is to be considered fundamental
in dealing with environmental sanitation in the area.

i) Every household be provided with it's mm sanitary
facilities and whenever possible, with it's own water
s~pply, communal sanitation system are strongly
discouraged.

ii) Safety alone should be the primary consideration in the
disposal of excreta and sewage.

The aim of water SUpply programme sho~ld be to make "clean" water
avaiiable at all times to the entire population of the area
involved. A separate water treatment plant for water supply wi11
be installed at the proposed site on the bank of river Meghna.
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I
Drainage in many areas can often be accomplished by careful
grading and respect for the areas natural "drainage patterns.
This is especially desirable in view of the cost of providing
storms sewers.

The storm drainage may easily be disposed in the existing low
lying agricultural fields and canals. Pools and canals where
water does not remain stagnant may be connected for disposal
in the river. A sewarage treatment plant may be constructed
in a suitable location of the river side to finally discharge
the treated sewerage in to the river •
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Summary of Recommendations

In the light of the findings of the study the following
planning treasures may valuably be recommended for future
physical development plan of the Sonargaon upazila.

a. I The Upazila headquarters and the existing rural hats!
bazars may be based as an essential and important
links for physical infrastructure as well as social
infrastructure development plan and programme. Be-
fore developing new service centres, the potentialities
of the existing facilities require to be ~valuated and
improvement possiblity of those be found out. On the
basis of such detail study, the services and physical
facilities may be distributed on a national basis
considering the equal benefits for the whole upazila
population.

b. Improvement of transportation facilities and control of
Inonsoon flood should get an special importance to
improve the corrulIUnicationsystem at reasonable level
and to develop the agricultural economy of the upazila
for the purpose of developing the transportation
network, the existing major rural roads may be developed
ln a way to that the monsoon flood may not affect.
This will meet the iromediate requirement but efforts
need be continued for gradual improvement of the
transport and communication in the whole upazila as
the development of other SEctors largely depend on
this sector. To project the flood the drainage facilities
through the existing canals may be sustaintial1y increased
so that the monsoon water may not stand for a consider-
able period which damage the standing agricultural crops
and overflows the low level rural katch roads.
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c. Provision of community facilities in a planned way will
improve the social and economic condition of the upazila.
The plan of community facilities may prepared on the
basis of existing ones and linking them with the existing
rural hats/bazars, education centre health centres etc,
and also forecasting on present and future requirements
of such services. As for example, the existing college
may be development substantially to serve the whole upazila
and even the adjacent parts of the surrounding upazila
for this no new college is required. In this way all
facilities may be evaluated and further plan on those may be
adopted to fullfil the objectives of the development goals
of equal services for all population of the upazi1a.

d. The Sonargaon upazila headquartGrs may emphatically be
considered whether if can be developed as an i~portant
tourists spot. Also, consideration over the development
of it oS 0 Satellite town may be emphasized. As a
historical place of importance, its nearness to Dhaka
ond Narayanganj and locations on the importont national
highwoy emphasizes over such consideration.

e. The existing condi,ion of the upazila township essentialJy
indicates over the immediate improvement. For this, the town
plan of the upazila centre should immediotely be prepared and
brim' it into executi,on.The development of the upazila
headquarters may then bri.ng impetus to many related develop-
ment activities within the up'zila and also the process of
social upliftment may be accelerated.
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CONCLUSION

This study has been primarily aimed to search for a rational
physical planning approach towards the-development of upazila
region. In doing so, emphasis has been given to formulate
some planning strategies for the development of the upazila
region. For this purpose, the upazila Sonargaon has been
chosen as the sample and suggestions and recommendations have
been made for the physical development of this upazila in the
light of it's existing problems and potentials.

The present study has attempted to prepare a physical plan of
the upazila including a landuse plan for the Sonarg'aon upazila_

centre and suggested the development of union and village level
service centres with the provision of necessary services ,for

the communities. The aim of such approach is to create a proper

linkage of physical facilities in the whole upazila through
which the rural people of the upazila will be integrated to the
"
urban and semi~urban communities within it. 1n this way through
linking the whole upazila communities with necessary services,

a faster physical developme~t process may be achieved.

The ac'tual work del~~nds detail and comprehensive studies over
a considerable period of time a~d consideration from various
aspects. A task of that magnitude calls for large amount of

resources in terms of cost, manpower and time which is beyond
the scope of the present study.

1t is hoped that the study may be treated as a basis for further

research in this direction. Future study may give birth to
different ideas leading to an appropriate planning app~oach and

methodolo,JY. Further research is required to formulate an
effective administrative system a~d pla~~ing strategy and control
for the physical developfTle~t of the upazila region in a rational
sense.
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UN10NS AREA HOU$E- POPULATION L1TERA.u1~ ~OLD
1 2 3 5~

SADIPUR 4061 2995 9498 ~ 18816 25699318 ~

KATCHPUR 3097 3080
8422 ~

6900 3773e478 -'

JAMPUR 7473 1031 14B47 ~ 28674 ['B2013827 -'
~

NOAGAON . 3092 2413 8820 ~ 17012 19388192 ~

BAROOI 2897 3830
11120 ~

21116 27689996 -'

SANMONDI [,82[, 3618 13876 27476 3954
13600 -.

8AYOERBAZAR 21 53 197[, 7478 1396 7 22[,3
6489 -

AMIN PUR 1984 177~
8339 ~ 15856 3484
7517 -'

MOGRAPARA 2898 2088 8053 - 15[,12 34907359 J

PIRIJPUR 37[,5 3020
11456~ 22143 267810687--.1

SHAM BHUPURA 2466 2724 10340 ~ 20242 3033
9902 -'

TOTAL 38690 28551 21761[, 217614 3[, 750
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PRESENT RIVER I
CANAL SYSTEM
SQNARGAON UPAZlLA
Beale -1" ~ 2.25 mile
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A.ppendix. XIV

CATEGORY-
WHOLESALE SH:Jf5

CATEGORY-
RETAIL SHOPS

PROPORTION OF
SHOPS

~
Spices 45%

~
Grocery 79

1'7:] • e==J.... Rice ". Sheets 3% Retail .65%,.......:.. l I

1m. Wheat 5% •Pati 3%
LJ Betelilut 2% E~ stationary 3% •Whole sale 35%=
!ffifJ Sal.t 5% [ i Medicine 2%
annn n Panshop 4'Pulse 8' .. ... . .
IE Molases '5%•Pottery 6%
S Potato 5%

SHOPPING PATTERN

SONARGAOII SHOPPING C:EN'!RE
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Appendix ~ l~l

Households, Population and Density - 1981

No. of
Households

Population 1981
Male Female Both Sex

Average size Density
of household IS9. mile

35342 108478 101852 210330 5.9 3479

Source: Statistical Year Book 1983.

,Appendix XVII

'Industries and Procurement Centre in Sonargaon Upazila

~ Total No. Where located (Union)

Cottage Industry 791 Sadipur/Am;npurl
Mograpara

Hand100m Industry 1820 Barod; IJampur/Noyagaon

Powerloom Industry 40 Sad;pur/Katchpur

Jute & Textile Industry 29 Katchpur

Cotton Textile Industry 27 Katchpur

Cold Storage I Katchpur

Sarmin Saw Mill I Katchpur

Brick Field I K"tchpur

SOurce: Field Survey, 1984.

•

•
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